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Hierarchical search strategy for the detection of gravitational waves from coalescing binaries:
Extension to post-Newtonian waveforms
S. D. Mohanty*
Inter-University Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysics, Post Bag-4, Ganeshkhind, Pune 411 007, India
~Received 21 February 1997; published 22 December 1997!
The detection of gravitational waves from coalescing compact binaries would be a computationally intensive
process if a single bank of template wave forms ~one step search! is used. In an earlier paper we presented a
detection strategy, called a two step search, that utilizes a hierarchy of template banks. It was shown that in the
simple case of a family of Newtonian signals, an on-line two step search was .8 times faster than an on-line
one step search ~for the initial LIGO!. In this paper we extend the two step search to the more realistic case of
zero spin post1.5-Newtonian wave forms. We also present formulas for detection and false alarm probabilities
which take statistical correlations into account. We find that for the case of a post1.5-Newtonian family of
templates and signals, an on-line two step search requires ;1/21 the computing power that would be required
for the corresponding on-line one step search. This reduction is achieved when signals having a strength S
510.34 are required to be detected with a probability of 0.95, at an average of one false event per year, and the
noise power spectral density used is that of the advanced LIGO. For the initial LIGO, the reduction achieved
in computing power is ;1/27 for S59.98 and the same probabilities for detection and false alarm as above.
The increase in the efficacy of a two step search in the post1.5-Newtonian case comes about chiefly because of
an increase in the number of signal parameters since the post1.5-Newtonian signal depends on the binary
masses m1 and m2 separately unlike the Newtonian case where only a combination of these masses enters the
signal parametrization. The shift to post1.5-Newtonian signals also gives rise to some new problems which are
not encountered in the analysis of Newtonian wave forms. We describe these problems and take them into
account in our analysis. @S0556-2821~98!00404-4#
PACS number~s!: 04.80.Nn, 95.55.Ym, 95.75.Pq, 97.80.Af
I. INTRODUCTION
A radiation reaction driven inspiral of a binary composed
of compact massive objects ~neutron stars, black holes!
would emit gravitational waves that would lie, during the last
few minutes before merger, in the sensitive bandwidth of
laser interferometric detectors such as the Laser Interfero-
metric Gravitational Wave Observatory ~LIGO! @1#, VIRGO
@2# and GEO600. Even though most such events will pro-
duce a signal amplitude well below the noise rms at any
given instant, the predictability of such wave forms would
allow the use of pattern matching techniques such as
matched filtering to considerably improve their chances of
detection @3#. In matched filtering, the detector output is
passed through a filter that is matched to the expected signal
wave form in some optimal sense. If the maximum of the
output crosses a pre-determined threshold, a signal is de-
clared to be present in the data with a time of arrival given
by the location of the maximum. The filtering of the detector
output can, of course, be substituted with a cross correlation
against a suitable template wave form that is matched to the
expected signal.
Generically, the wave form from an inspiraling binary is
an amplitude and phase modulated sinusoid both of whose
instantaneous frequency and amplitude increase as the two
bodies proceed towards merger. The signal becomes ‘‘vis-
ible’’ in the output of a detector when its instantaneous fre-
quency exceeds the lower frequency cutoff of the output’s
bandwidth. This moment can be taken as the time of arrival
of the signal at the detector. Such a cutoff is required, for
instance, in the case of ground based detectors because of
excessive seismic noise at low frequencies. There would, of
course, be an unknown phase offset at the time of arrival. In
addition, the signal would be characterized by the masses
and spins of the two components, the distance to the binary
and geometrical factors such as the direction to the binary
and the orientation of the orbital plane.
Thus, if matched filtering is used for such signals, it
would be necessary to employ a bank of filters ~or template
wave forms! corresponding to different values of the signal
parameters mentioned above. One would then compare the
maximum over all the filtered outputs with a threshold. This
strategy is usually called a one-step search. Even though the
time of arrival, initial phase and distance can be handled
easily, a one-step search would still be a computationally
expensive proposition. Estimates @4,5# of the computational
power that is required for an on-line one-step search using
post-Newtonian templates turn out to be ;200 Gflops or
higher. This is with the omission of various other signal pro-
cessing overheads which can be expected to be present in a
realistic situation. Therefore, it is desirable to have compu-
tationally less expensive detection strategies without, how-
ever, compromising too much on the performance afforded
by matched filtering. One such strategy, called a two step
hierarchical search, was investigated by us in an earlier
work @6#. We found that this strategy reduces the computa-
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tional cost of detection significantly without losing out on the
performance of a one step search. This is because a two-step
search utilizes information that was present in a one-step
search but which was neglected, namely, the correlation be-
tween templates which allows a coarse scan of the parameter
space to predict the location of a threshold crossing peak
among the filtered outputs.
Our analysis was restricted in @6# ~henceforth referred to
as MD96! to the case of Newtonian wave forms and the
noise power spectral density used was that of the initial
LIGO. The main result of our analysis was that a two step
hierarchical search is ;8 times faster than the corresponding
one step search. This gain was achieved when the detection
probability desired was 0.95 for a signal to noise ratio of
8.8s at an average rate of false events of 1/yr. The Newton-
ian template family will, however, not be good enough for
the detection of the true signal wave form @7#. It was chosen
in MD96 in order to keep the analysis simple since that work
was in the nature of a first estimate and several other issues
needed to be highlighted. This paper is an extension of the
two step search to a more realistic family of signals and
templates, namely, the post1.5-Newtonian family.
Our choice is motivated by the result of Apostolatos @5#
that a post1.5-Newtonian template family, having spin param-
eters b5s50, is adequate for the detection of signals up to
~and possibly beyond! post2-Newtonian order, even for
maximally spinning systems. However, this holds for spins
that are aligned with the orbital angular momentum. In gen-
eral, the signal from a misaligned system would suffer sig-
nificant phase and amplitude modulations that can consider-
ably reduce the signal to noise ratio ~SNR!, for some
detector-binary geometries, if non-spinning templates are
used. The larger the opening angle between the orbital and
total angular momentum, the larger is the fraction of
detector-binary geometries which would be lost. But for
moderate opening angles (;25° or less!, a sizable fraction
of signals can still be detected with the non-spinning tem-
plates. Therefore, a non-spinning post1.5-Newtonian template
family appears to be a realistic one to use. We choose our
family of signals also to be the same since, as mentioned
above, even higher order signal wave forms may be detect-
able using this family of templates. This choice of templates
and signals should provide a realistic model for the assess-
ment of a two step hierarchical search while keeping the
analysis relatively simple. In the following we will refer to
non-spinning post1.5-Newtonian wave forms as simply
post1.5-Newtonian ones.
The main result of this paper is summarized in Tables I
and II. In Table I, the noise power spectral density ~PSD!
expected for the initial LIGO @8# has been used, while in
Table II, the PSD used is that which is expected for the
advanced LIGO @9#. Columns 7 and 8 of each table show the
computational power required for an on-line two-step search
(Conline(2) ) and an on-line one-step (Conline(1) ) search respectively
for the same performance parameters. That is, a detection
probability of 0.95 for all signals having a strength Smin ~as
given in the captions of the tables! and an average false
alarm rate of 1 false event/yr. These values of the computa-
tional requirement have been obtained for various lengths of
the input data segment which are tabulated in the first col-
umn. jmax is the length of the template having the lowest
values for the binary masses, m1 and m2, which we choose to
be m15m250.5M ( . The highest masses that we have used
in our analysis are #m15m2530.0M ( . These results show
that a two step hierarchical search can reduce computational
requirements by about a factor of ;25 in a realistic scenario.
Compared to the Newtonian case, a two step search is
faster than a one step search in the case of post1.5-Newtonian
signals because of an increase in the number of signal pa-
rameters. The Newtonian wave form depends on only a com-
bination, called the chirp mass, of the binary masses m1 and
m2. Hence, the template bank is effectively one dimensional.
However, the post1.5-Newtonian wave form is non-degenrate
TABLE I. Minimum Conline
(2) as a function of T for Smin59.98, jmax5140.482 sec, Qd,min50.95, h (2)
58.314, l150.022 sec, l250.144 sec, NT
t 513279. The noise power spectral density used is that of the initial
LIGO. Conline
(2) is the computational power required for an on-line two step search. T is the length used for the
detector output segments, jmax is the duration of the longest template ~corresponding to the binary masses
m15m250.5M ( , the lowest masses used in the analysis!, and Smin is the lowest signal strength for which
a minimum detection probability of Qd,min is required at an average false alarm rate of 1 false event/yr. The
lengths of the sides of a unit cell in the second, finer stage of the hierarchy are given by l1 and l2 which have
units of time since the signal parameter space is that of chirp times ~see Sec. V for details!. Conline
(1) is the
computational power required if the second stage template grid is used for an on-line one step search (NTt
being the total number of templates required in that case!. The threshold required in the second stage is
denoted by h (2) and that required in the first stage ~at the minimum of Conline
(2) ) is denoted by h (1). The ratios
of the lengths of the sides of a first stage unit cell to the corresponding sides of the second stage unit cell are
denoted by k1 and k2. nc
av is the average number of false crossings in the first stage ~shown zero if ,1) while
nt
av is the number of templates used ~over both the stages! on the average. Cgain is the ratio Conline
(1) /Conline
(2)
.
T ~sec! k1 k2 h (1) nc
av nt
av Conline
(2) ~Gflops! Conline
(1) ~Gflops! Cgain
256.0 8 9 6.056 0 360 0.192 7.07 36.82
512.0 8 6 6.283 0 441 0.155 4.65 30.00
1024.0 8 5 6.484 0 490 0.152 4.12 27.11
2048.0 8 4 6.649 0 620 0.187 3.99 21.34
4096.0 8 4 6.649 1 682 0.207 4.02 19.42
8192.0 8 3 6.866 0 733 0.228 4.12 18.07
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in the binary masses and the template bank is two dimen-
sional. The total computational gain in a two step search is
then given roughly by the product of the two step gain along
each dimension ~which is about the same as in the Newton-
ian case!. At the same time, however, an increase in the
dimensionality leads to a larger number of templates and
hence a larger false alarm for a given threshold. This reduces
the computational advantage somewhat and, hence, it is not
straightforward to obtain the computational reduction in the
post1.5-Newtonian case by any simple extrapolation of the
Newtonian case. The same reason also prevents a simple
extrapolation of results obtained with the initial LIGO power
spectral density to the case of the advanced LIGO.
In the Newtonian case, the spacing of templates turns out
to be uniform because of the location independence of the
intrinsic ambiguity function @6#. In the case of ~zero-spin!
post-Newtonian wave forms at orders higher than 1.5, the
location independence property of this quantity is lost. This
makes the estimation of the number of templates more diffi-
cult in the latter case. Also, in the Newtonian case, the pa-
rameter space was effectively one-dimensional ~time of ar-
rival and initial phase being easy to handle!. This further
simplifies the counting of templates. In the case of zero-spin
post1.5-Newtonian signals the paramater space is two dimen-
sional and, for the choice of the post-Newtonian chirp times
as parameters, the shape of the astrophysically relevant re-
gion of parameter space is somewhat non-trivial and compli-
cates the counting of templates. Both these issues are ad-
dressed in detail in the present paper and we have attempted
to take their effects into account in our final results. It should
be emphasized here that when going over to higher order
zero-spin post-Newtonian wave forms, essentially the same
problems will be encountered without the addition of any-
thing fundamentally different. Thus, the results obtained
from an in-depth analysis of the post1.5-Newtonian case
would also hold to a large extent for higher order wave
forms. This is also another reason behind our choice of the
post1.5-Newtonian wave form in the present paper.
In MD96, the formulas used for detection and false alarm
probabilities used the assumption of statistical independence
between certain random variables. This assumption fails
when templates are placed very closely and we were, thus,
limited in exploring the small spacing case more thoroughly.
In the present paper, we present a much improved formula
for the detection probability that reproduces the Monte Carlo
results quite well. It also suggests an alternative approach to
Monte Carlo simulations for parameter estimation which
should be orders of magnitude faster than the conventional
approach but further investigations in this direction are post-
poned to a later work. We also show, somewhat qualita-
tively, that the assumption of statistical independence is jus-
tified as far as the false alarm is concerned. Thus, the results
that we have obtained can be considered to be fairly accurate
within the approximations that have been made due to other
reasons, like the non-trivial boundary of the space of interest
and the location dependence of the intrinsic ambiguity func-
tion.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we
apply the method of maximum likelihood detection to the
post1.5-Newtonian family of signals. This is the rigorous for-
malism behind the matched filtering algorithm mentioned
above. We end this section with the derivation of a test sta-
tistic whose value determines the choice between detection
and non-detection. In Sec. III, we study the probability dis-
tribution functions of the test statistic. Formulas for the de-
tection and false alarm probability are derived. In Sec. IV the
problem of optimaly placing templates in a one-step search is
investigated. We obtain some approximations regarding the
placement geometry, number of templates etc. Sec. V is de-
voted to the two-step hierarchical search and also contains
the results of this paper. We conclude with Section VI.
II. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD DETECTION
OF POST1.5-NEWTONIAN SIGNALS
The method of maximum likelihood detection entails the
maximization of the posterior probability px(t)uQ over the
signal parameters Q . Here, x(t) is a segment of the output of
a detector and p(AuB) denotes the conditional probability of
A given B . Actually, one should maximize pQux(t) be-
cause it is x(t) which is given, but when our a priori knowl-
edge of the frequencies with which various values of the
parameters can occur is negligible, this is equivalent to the
maximization of px(t)uQ. The maximum is then compared
with a fixed threshold and a detection is announced if the
threshold is crossed. Maximum likelihood detection also
achieves the highest average detection probability ~averaged
over Q) for a given false alarm probability. Actually, this
statement is only true approximately but the approximation
becomes better as the signal to noise ratio becomes larger
@10#.
If the detector noise is assumed to be a stationary Gauss-
ian process, defined by a ~one-sided! power spectral density
Sn( f ), the above maximization reduces to the maximization,
over Q , of the quantity
TABLE II. Minimum Conline
(2) as a function of T for Smin510.34, jmax55621.51 sec, Qd,min50.95, h (2)
58.658, l150.116 sec, l250.560 sec, NTt 5300796. The noise power spectral density used is that of ad-
vanced LIGO. For an explanation of the symbols used, refer to the caption of Table I. jmax corresponds to the
duration of the template with binary masses m15m250.5M ( the lowest masses used in our analysis.
T ~sec! k1 k2 h (1) nc
av nt
av Conline
(2) ~Gflops! Conline
(1) ~Gflops! Cgain
8192.0 5 9 6.649 11 10188 9.771 288.48 29.52
16384.0 4 7 7.002 6 13490 6.476 144.39 22.30
32768.0 4 7 7.002 16 14390 5.709 119.34 20.90
65536.0 4 7 7.002 35 16100 6.014 112.36 18.68
131072.0 4 6 7.060 56 18935 7.004 111.27 15.89
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E
2`
` d f
Sn~ f ! x
˜~ f ! s˜*~ f ;Q!212E2`
` d f
Sn~ f ! s
˜~ f ;Q! s˜*~ f ;Q!,
where a tilde stands for the Fourier transform of the corre-
sponding time domain function and s(t;Q) stands for a
member of the signal family. This motivates the definition of
an inner product,
^u~ t !,v~ t !&5E
2`
` d f
Sn~ f !u
˜~ f !v˜*~ f !, ~1!
and a corresponding norm
iui5@^u ,u&#1/2. ~2!
Thus, maximum likelihood detection involves the computa-
tion of
L5max
Q
F ^x~ t !,s~ t;Q!&2 12^s~ t;Q!,s~ t;Q!&G . ~3!
This quantity is known as the test statistic. The test statistic
is then compared with a pre-determined threshold to decide
whether the given x(t) contains a signal or not. It should be
noted that the properties of stationarity and Gaussianity are
only approximations for the noise that will be present in the
interferometric detectors. However, these approximations are
expected to be quite good and we will assume such a noise in
the following.
Some clarification should be made here regarding the
meaning of a detector output in the context of interferometric
gravitational wave detectors. The final output at the photo-
detector would contain the response of the detector ~as cal-
culated using the geodesic deviation equation! convolved
with the detector’s transfer function @11# ~which depends on
the way the detector is configured, i.e., the kind of recycling
used, the reflectivities of mirrors etc.!. This signal would be
buried in noise that would be white Gaussian noise if photon
shot noise were the only source of noise. So, strictly speak-
ing, the detection strategy should be for the detection of this
convolved signal in white noise. However, it is easy to prove
that this is equivalent to the detection of the deconvolved
signal in a noise which has a power spectral density Sn( f )
such that when this combination is ‘‘passed’’ through a noise
free interferometer, the output is the convolved signal and
white noise, as would be observed actually. Clearly, Sn( f )
should be inversely proportional to the modulus squared of
the detector’s transfer function. When the noise at the output
is not white, as would be the case in practice, Sn( f ) would be
the power spectral density of the actual noise divided by the
modulus squared of the detector’s transfer function. Hence-
forth, by the detector output we would mean the deconvolved
output which would have noise with a power spectral density
given by Sn( f ) and the signal would be just the bare re-
sponse of the interferometer, i.e., the relative strain produced
in the two arms as computed using the geodesic deviation
equation.
A. Post1.5-Newtonian signal
In the case of coalescing binary signals expressed up to
the post1.5-Newtonian order ~spin parameter s50), the sig-
nal parameters are Q5(A,ta ,F ,t0 ,t1.5). The parameter A
is the ~nearly! constant part of the amplitude of the signal
that takes into account the distance to the binary and the
relative orientation of the detector and the TT coordinate
frames. The rapid rise of power in the seismic noise towards
lower frequencies would require that the detector output be
bandpass filtered with a cutoff at some low frequency ~usu-
ally assumed to be 40 Hz for the initial LIGO and 10 Hz for
the advanced LIGO!. Similarly, a cutoff f c will also be re-
quired at the high frequency end because of a rise in photon
shot noise. Usually, f c is taken as f c51000 Hz. Thus,
loosely speaking, the signal wave form from an inspiraling
binary would ‘‘start’’ in the output of the detector at the time
when its instantaneous frequency crosses f a . This instant is
called the time of arrival of the signal and is denoted by ta .
The phase of the wave form at t5ta is denoted by F . The
remaining parameters have the dimension of time and de-
pend on the masses of the binary components. They have
been called intrinsic parameters of the wave form in contrast
to ta and F which are known as extrinsic parameters.
Actually, the post1.5-Newtonian wave form should be
characterized by three intrinsic parameters, (t0 ,t1 ,t1.5). The
subscripts of t denote the post-Newtonian order at which
that parameter occurs. Thus, t0 is the Newtonian chirp time
characterizing the lowest order wave form obtained using the
quadrupole formalism and the post1-Newtonian wave form
would have t0 and t1 as its intrinsic parameters. However,
we have assumed the spins of the binary components to be
zero and, hence, we are left with only two independent in-
trinsic parameters which we have chosen as t1.5 and t0 be-
cause they can be easily inverted to obtain the masses. In the
expression for the wave form, however, we retain t1 with the
understanding that it is dependent on t1.5 and t0. In an ap-
proximate sense, t01t12t1.5 can be taken to be the time
left to the final merger of the binary, starting from t5ta .
In the following we will deal with the restricted form of
the post1.5-Newtonian signal in which post-Newtonian cor-
rections are applied to only the phase of the signal. The
restricted wave form at any post-Newtonian level is expected
to be a good model for the correct wave form at the same
level @9#. The restricted post1.5-Newtonian signal is
h~ t;Q!5Aa~ t2ta ;t0!cosF E
2`
t2ta
dt8 f ~ t8;t0 ,t1.5!1FG ,
~4!
where
a~ t !5S 12 tt0D
21/4
, ~5!
and f (t;t0 ,t1.5), the instantaneous frequency of the signal, is
given by an implicit equation
t5t01t12t1.52~t0x
28/31t1x
222t1.5x
25/3!, ~6!
where x5 f (t;t0 ,t1.5)/ f a . The chirp times are given by the
following expressions (G5c51):
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t05
5
256M
25/3~p f a!28/3, ~7!
t15
5
192m~p f a!2S 743336 1 114 h D , ~8!
t1.55
1
8mS Mp2 f a5D , ~9!
where M is the total mass of the binary, m is the reduced
mass, h5m/M and M5(m3M 2)1/5 is the chirp mass. We
have chosen t0 and t1.5 as our independent parameters. In
terms of these parameters,
t15
3715
4032S 45p2D
1/3
t0
1/3t1.5
2/31
11
24f a t0t1.5
21
, ~10!
m5
1
16f a2S 54p4t0t1.52 D
1/3
, ~11!
M5
5
32
t1.5
p2t0 f a
. ~12!
Note that if t1 were used instead of t1.5 , then the inverse
relations for m1 and m2 would be more complicated and
would have to be solved numerically.
In Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, we have shown the (m1 ,m2) plane
~the binary masses!, 0.5M (<m1 ,m2<30M ( , mapped into
the (t1.5 ,t0) space for f a540 Hz ~initial LIGO! and f a
510 Hz ~advanced LIGO! respectively. The boundaries of
the region, which we call the space of interest following
Apostolatos @5#, can be obtained easily. The equation for the
curve AC , corresponding to m15m2 or M54m , can be
found by directly substituting for m and M from Eqs. ~11!
and ~12!. To obtain the other two segments, AB and CB , we
use the following expression:
256
5 t0~p f a!
8/35
~m11m2!
1/3
m1m2
. ~13!
For every value of t0, the line of constant t0 will intersect
AB at a point where one of the masses, say m2, is 0.5M ( .
Similarly, for BC , one of the masses, say m1, would be
30.0M ( at the point of intersection. The point where AB and
BC meet falls on the t05t0(30.0M ( ,0.5M () line. Thus,
for values of t0 larger than this, one of the masses in the
above equation can be set to 0.5M ( and the equation can be
solved for the other mass to yield the value for t1.5 at the
point of intersection. For smaller values of t0, one of the
masses should be set to 30M ( and t1.5 be obtained as before.
Thus, given a value of t0, the two limits of t1.5 can be
computed. This allows the area of the space of interest A to
be computed using a standard 2D quadrature algorithm ~we
use D01DAF of the NAg library!. The area of the space of
interest thus obtained is
A5H 50.174 sec2 for initial LIGO,20389.542 sec2 for advanced LIGO. ~14!
We can write the right-hand side ~RHS! of Eq. ~4! as
h~ t;Q!5Ah0~ t2ta ;t0 ,t1.5!cosF
1Ahp/2~ t2ta ;t0 ,t1.5!sinF , ~15!
h0~ t;t0 ,t1.5!5a~ t;t0!cosS E
2`
t
dt8 f ~ t8;t0 ,t1.5! D ,
~16!
hp/2~ t;t0 ,t1.5!5a~ t;t0!cosS E
2`
t
dt8 f ~ t8;t0 ,t1.5!1
p
2 D .
~17!
This representation will be useful in what follows.
FIG. 1. The space of interest for the case of the initial LIGO
noise power spectral density ( f a540.0 Hz!. The vertices of the
space of interest correspond to the following points in the (m1 ,m2)
plane: A corresponds to (0.5,0.5)M ( , B to (30.0,0.5)M ( and C to
(30.0,30.0)M ( .
FIG. 2. The space of interest for the case of the advanced LIGO
noise power spectral density ( f a510.0 Hz!. The vertices of the
space of interest correspond to the following points in the (m1 ,m2)
plane: A corresponds to (0.5,0.5)M ( , B to (30.0,0.5)M ( and C to
(30.0,30.0)M ( .
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The Fourier transform of h(t;Q) can be computed using
the stationary phase approximation. For our purpose, it suf-
fices to give its overall form here, the details being available
in other sources @5,9#. For f .0,
h˜~ f ;Q!}Af 27/6expF22piS f ta1(
i
t ic i~ f ! D 1iFG ,
~18!
where the index iP$0,1,1.5%. The functions c i are indepen-
dent of the signal parameters. For f ,0, the transform is
constructed using the Hermitian property of the Fourier
transform, h˜( f )5 h˜*(2 f ), since h(t ,Q) is a real function.
B. Test statistic and its computation
Following the brief outline given earlier, the maximum
likelihood detection strategy for post1.5-Newtonian signals
would consist of the computation of a test statistic L given
by
L5max
Q
@^x~ t !,h~ t;Q!&21/2^h~ t;Q!,h~ t;Q!&# . ~19!
For the sake of convenience in the following, we adopt the
notation
u85~ ta ,t1.5 ,t0!, ~20!
u5~t1.5 ,t0!. ~21!
Occasionally, we will also break up u8 as ta and u . The
maximization over the parameters A and F can be carried
out analytically to yield
L5max
u8
^x ,q0&21^x ,qp/2&22^x ,q0&^x ,qp/2&^q0 ,qp/2&
12^q0 ,qp/2&2
,
~22!
where
q0~ t;u!5N 021h0~ t;u!, ~23!
qp/2~ t;u!5N p/221 hp/2~ t;u!, ~24!
N05ih0~ t;u!i , ~25!
Np/25ihp/2~ t;u!i . ~26!
N0 and Np/2 are normalization constants that are chosen as
above for later convenience. Since ta occurs in the phase of
the Fourier transforms of h0(t2ta ;u) and hp/2(t2ta ;u), N0
and Np/2 are independent of ta . We call q0(t;u) and
qp/2(t;u) collectively the template located at u and q0, qp/2
themselves as the ‘‘quadrature’’ components of the template.
It can be shown, using the stationary phase Fourier trans-
form given in Eq. ~18!, that
N05Np/2 , ~27!
^q0 ,qp/2&50. ~28!
In general, if
NF5ih~ t;A51,F ,u!i , ~29!
then it can be shown using Eq. ~18! that
NF5N05Np/2 . ~30!
Note that A51 in the above. Equations ~28!, ~30! also hold
to a very good approximation when the numerically com-
puted Fourier transforms of the wave forms are used ~the
typical variation in NF is ,1% over F5@0,2p#). By this
we mean that first the wave forms are generated in the time
domain using Eq. ~6! and then the Fourier transforms are
computed using a fast Fourier transform ~FFT!. Henceforth,
we take NF to be independent of F and denote it simply by
N. However, N does depend on the chirp times via the pro-
portionality constant in Eq. ~18!.
At this point it is convenient to define a quantity which
we call the strength S of a signal @12,6#,
S5AN. ~31!
Henceforth, we use S instead of A to parametrize a signal.
This quantity is essentially the same as the signal to noise
ratio @S/N# as defined in @9#.
As a consequence of Eq. ~27! and Eq. ~28!, the test sta-
tistic in Eq. ~19! reduces to
L5max
u8
@C0
2~x;u8!1Cp/2
2 ~x;u8!#1/2, ~32!
C0~x;u8!5^x~ t !,q0~ t2ta ;u!&, ~33!
Cp/2~x;u8!5^x~ t !,qp/2~ t2ta ;u!&. ~34!
The square root in Eq. ~32! is, strictly speaking, not neces-
sary but we retain it in order to make our analysis conform to
some of the existing literature.
It has not been possible so far to analytically proceed
further with the maximization involved in Eq. ~32! and re-
course must be taken to numerical techniques. Several nu-
merical methods are available for the maximization of func-
tions @13#. The simpler ones among such methods, though
very fast, tend to fail quite badly when confronted with a
function involving many local maxima ~as would be the case
here!. For such functions, these methods have a tendency to
converge on one of the local maxima rather than the required
global maximum. There exist more sophisticated numerical
methods such as simulated annealing @13#, genetic algo-
rithms and some recent methods such as Price’s controlled
random search @14#. However, it is very difficult to quantify
the performance of such methods in terms of false alarm and
detection probabilities. This is a necessity for gravitational
wave searches of binary inspirals, and also for other sources
in general, given the very small expected event rate. For
these reasons, most of the attention in the literature has been
directed towards a grid based search for the maximum which
is simple enough that its performance can be analyzed theo-
retically to a large extent. The practical implementation of
such a method, called a one-step search, can be motivated as
follows.
For a fixed u5u0, the computation of C0(x;ta ,u0) or
Cp/2(x;ta ,u0), as a function of ta , is equivalent to taking
the linear correlation @15# of x(t) with the template q0(t;u0)
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~or qp/2 in the case of Cp/2). Since correlations can be com-
puted efficiently using the FFT @16#, the maximization over
ta alone is straightforward: The detector output would be
sampled at a rate greater than or equal to the Nyquist rate ~in
this case ;2000 Hz!, yielding a discrete time series x¯
5(x0 ,x1 , . . . ,xN21). This time series can then be corre-
lated, using FFTs, with analogous time series q¯0 and q¯p/2
for the two quadrature components. However, the whole out-
put of such a correlation cannot be used since the use of a
FFT will yield a circular correlation instead of a linear one.
It is, therefore, necessary to have a padding of zeros at the
end of each template time series. Let the duration of this
padded part be TP sec for some template. Then, for that
template, only the first TP sec of the correlation outputs will
be the result of a linear correlation and the rest would have to
be discarded. Note that TP will depend on the template pa-
rameters since the duration of the wave form is parameter
dependent ~approximately equal to t01t12t1.5). Let the
longest duration among the template wave forms be jmax sec
~not to be confused with the Newtonian chirp time used in
MD96!. Then, the shortest linear correlation will have a du-
ration of TP
0 5T2jmax , where T is the duration of the of the
input time series x¯ . We will assume in this paper that only
the first TP
0 sec will be kept in each correlation output even if
the duration of a template wave form is much less than jmax .
This appears as a wasteful procedure and a better use of
computational resources may be possible. However, we do
not investigate this issue here since it is not directly relevant
to this paper.
Having obtained the correlations with q¯0 and q¯p/2 , the
first TP
0 sec of each correlation should be squared, corre-
sponding samples of the two outputs should be added and the
square root taken to yield a single time series. We call this
final time series obtained for some template parameters u the
rectified output @6# of the template u . Such rectified outputs
can be constructed for several points in the (t1.5 , t0) space
and the maximum found over each of them. Finally, the
maximum of all these maxima will yield an approximation to
the test statistic L . This, essentially, is the scheme of a one
step search. We call the set of points in (t1.5 , t0) space for
which rectified outputs are generated the bank of templates.
The coordinates of any rectified output sample are given by
u8 while those of a template are given by u .
III. DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE TEST STATISTIC
To quantify the performance of the detection strategy de-
scribed above, we need to calculate the probability of a false
alarm as well as that of detection for a given signal. The
former is defined as the probability of the test statistic cross-
ing the threshold when a signal is absent in x(t). The latter is
the probability of the test statistic crossing the threshold
when a signal is present. It should be noted that the detection
probability need not be the same for all signals in a signal
family. For instance, large amplitude signals should, obvi-
ously, have a larger detection probability than weaker ones.
We denote the detection probability of a signal with param-
eters Q by Qd(h;Q) where h denotes the threshold. We
denote the false alarm probability by Q0(h). If the probabil-
ity density function of L , the test statistic, is p0(L) in the
absence of a signal and p1(L;Q) in the presence of a signal,
then
Q0~h!5E
h
`
p0~L!dL , ~35!
Qd~h;Q!5E
h
`
p1~L;Q!dL . ~36!
In order to construct p0 and p1, we start at the lowest level,
namely, the density functions of a single sample of a rectified
output.
Let z(u8) be a sample of some rectified output. Now, this
sample will be of the form z(u8)5@C02(u8)1Cp/22 (u8)#1/2,
where the dependence on x(t) has not been shown explicitly.
As mentioned before, both C0(u8) and Cp/2(u8) are ob-
tained from correlations involving the detector output. Thus,
they are linear combinations of the samples of x(t) and it
follows that their marginal probability density function is a
Gaussian since the noise is assumed to be a Gaussian random
process. In the presence of a signal h(t;S ,us8 ,Fs), their
mean values would be
C¯0~u8!5^h~ t;S ,us8 ,Fs , !,q0~ t2ta ;u!&, ~37!
C¯p/2~u8!5^h~ t;S ,us8 ,Fs!,qp/2~ t2ta ;u!&,
~38!
while in the absence of a signal, they will have zero means.
With our choice of N0 and Np/2 in Eqs. ~25!, ~26!, it can be
shown that the variance of C0(u8) and Cp/2(u8) is unity. It
can also be shown, using Eq. ~28!, that C0(u8) and Cp/2(u8)
are statistically independent of each other. Note that, in gen-
eral, the covariance of C0(u18) and Cp/2(u28) need not vanish
for u18Þu28 . Given these properties for C0 and Cp/2, it fol-
lows that the marginal probability density function of a rec-
tified output sample is a Rician Ri(z) when a signal is
present and a Rayleigh R(z) in the absence of a signal,
Ri~z !5zexpF2 12 ~z21d2!G I0~zd !, ~39!
R~z !5zexpF z22 G , ~40!
where
d25d2~u8!5C¯0
2~u8!1C¯p/2
2 ~u8!, ~41!
and I0(x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind ~of
order zero!. For zd@1, the asymptotic form of Ri(z) is,
Ri~z !;A z2pdexpF2 12 ~z2d !2G . ~42!
Thus, for z.d , a Rician density goes over into a Gaussian.
Under the stationary phase approximation of Eq. ~18!, it
can be shown that d(u8) is independent of the phase F of
the signal. Again, this is a good approximation for the exact
numerical case. We assume henceforth that d(u8) is inde-
pendent of the signal phase F . Let
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H~up8 ,uq8!5@^q0~ t2ta
p ;up!,q0~ t2ta
q ;uq!&
2
1^q0~ t2ta
p ;up!,qp/2~ t2ta
q ;uq!&
2#1/2.
~43!
Since d(u8) is almost independent of the signal F , it follows
from Eqs. ~37!, ~38!, and ~41! that
d~u8!5SH~u8,us8!. ~44!
The quantity H(up8 ,uq8) is related to the ambiguity function
@10#. Note that since ta occurs in the phase of a Fourier
transform, H(up8 ,uq8) depends on tap and taq only through
Dta5ta
p2ta
q
.
In order to obtain the distribution of the test statistic L we
need to know the joint distribution of, in general, all the
samples. In the presence of a sufficiently strong signal, how-
ever, it can be expected that L will occur almost always only
among those samples of the rectified outputs which have a
high value of d . For a typical number of samples in a single
rectified output of ;105, for instance, the location of L is
restricted significantly if some samples have d>5.0. Other-
wise, L occurs almost randomly anywhere within the output
time series. Thus, to obtain the distribution of L in the pres-
ence of a signal, we need to consider only a restricted subset
of all the samples, namely, those for which d@1. The distri-
bution of L would then be that of the maximum over this
subset. We describe a general scheme for choosing this sub-
set below, but for the present, we assume that it is given. As
shown above @see Eq. ~42!#, each sample of this set would
have a marginal distribution that is approximately a Gauss-
ian. It is plausible that the joint distribution of such samples
can also be approximated by a multivariate Gaussian. This
possibility can be investigated by computing the moments of
the joint distribution and comparing them with those of a
multivariate Gaussian.
We can express a Rician variable Z5AX121X22, where Xi
is a Gaussian random variable with mean m i , as
Z5@~m11dX1!21~m21dX2!2#1/2,
5Am121m22F11 2~m1dX11m2dX2!m121m22 1 dX1
21dX2
2
m1
21m2
2 G 1/2,
~45!
where dX1 and dX2 are zero mean Gaussian random vari-
ables with unit variances. In the above expression and in the
following, we will follow the customary practice of denoting
a random variable by an uppercase letter while denoting its
value in a particular realization by the corresponding lower-
case letter. The probability that 2(m1dX11m2dX2)1dX12
1dX2
2 is larger than m1
21m2
2 can be obtained easily,
PrF2~m1dX11m2dX2!1dX121dX22m121m22 >1G
5
1
2pE0
2p
duexpF2 12d2~A11cos2@u#2cos@u#!2G ,
~46!
where d25m1
21m2
2
. In our analysis, d;7.0 or larger. For d
57.0, the above probability is 0.008 and it decreases rapidly
for higher values. Thus, only a small fraction realizations
would be such that their binomial expansion in terms of
@2(m1dX11m2dX2)1dX121dX22#/(m121m22) would be non-
convergent. It would be a good approximation to neglect
such realizations and calculate the moments of Z by expand-
ing the RHS of Eq. ~45! in a binomial expansion and taking
the ensemble average for each term.
The same argument goes through for multivariate mo-
ments also except for the fact that the fraction of realizations
for which all the components of the moment can be ex-
panded binomially will decrease as the number of different
variates increases. For instance, if the third moment
(Z12a1)(Z22a2)(Z32a3) is required around some point
(a1 ,a2 ,a3), then the fraction of cases for which the above
expansion will be invalid, taking d;7 for all of them, would
be ;0.00833. In practice there would be a significant over-
lap of various cases since the Zi would be statistically cor-
related and this fraction would actually be less. In any case,
for low order moments, this method would still furnish a
good approximation since the fraction of realizations with
non-convergent expansions is still small. For higher values
of d , the fraction of invalid expansions would go down rap-
idly, bringing higher moments also under the purview of this
method.
Now consider the restricted subset of rectified output
samples mentioned above. Let this set be $Z1 , . . . ,Zm% and
the mean values of the Gaussian components
$(X11 ,X12), . . . ,(Xm1 ,Xm2)% associated with these samples
be $(m11 ,m12), . . . ,(mm1 ,mm2)%. That is, Zi5@Xi12 1Xi22 #1/2
and X¯i15m i1 and X¯i25m i2. Let the strength of the signal be
S . Following the argument given above, we can express a
moment ~about mean values! of the joint distribution of
$Zi , . . . ,Zm% as
E@~Z12d1!p . . . ~Zm2dm!s#
5EH Fm11dx111m12dx12d1 G
p
. . . Fmm1dxm11mm2dxm2dm G
sJ
1E$O@dx2~p1 . . . 1s !/S#%, ~47!
where E@ # denotes an ensemble average. Note that the first
term is independent of S . Also, since dXi1 and dXi2 are
Gaussian random variables, this term is a moment of a mul-
tivariate Gaussian distribution. The remaining terms are in-
versely dependent on S as is shown schematically above. In
general, the lowest order correction to the Gaussian moment
will have an S22 dependence for even moments and an S21
dependence for odd moments.
Thus, for a sufficiently high S , the moments of the joint
distribution function of $Zi , . . . ,Zm% are approximately the
same as the moments of a multivariate Gaussian distribution.
This implies that for S@1, the joint distribution of the set
$Z1 , . . . ,Zm% is given by an m-variate Gaussian distribution.
It is not easy to see how small the corrections to the Gaussian
parts of the moments should be for a given error in the de-
tection probability. However, the above argument provides a
sufficiently strong motivation to proceed with the multivari-
ate Gaussian approximation to the joint distribution of
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$Z1 ,..., Zm%. In order to construct this distribution, we need
only compute the covariance matrix for $Z1 , . . . ,Zm%.
Suppose we have two samples Zi and Z j having coordi-
nates u i85(tai ,t1.5i ,t0i ) and u j85(taj ,t1.5j ,t0j ) respectively. It
is easy to show, using the stationary phase Fourier transform,
that the covariance matrix of $Xi1 ,Xi2 ,X j1 ,X j2% is, with the
columns of the matrix in the same order,
C5S 1 0 r s0 1 2s rr 2s 1 0
s r 0 1
D , ~48!
where
r5^q0~ t2ta
i ;u i!,q0~ t2ta
j ;u j!&, ~49!
s5^q0~ t2ta
i ;u i!,qp/2~ t2ta
j ;u j!&. ~50!
Both uru and usu are less than unity. The above form of C is
also approximately true when the numerically computed
Fourier transforms of the templates are used. The covariance
of Zi and Z j can now be computed using Eq. ~47! with the
RHS truncated to the first term. We get
s i j5
1
did j
@r~m i1m j11m i2m j2!1s~m i1m j22m i2m j1!# .
~51!
The same kind of calculation also yields s i5s j51. The
covariance matrix, for the set $Z1 , . . . ,Zm% above, can now
be computed using Eq. ~51!. We can also express the cova-
riance as s i j5Ar21s2x , where
x5tan21Fm1m2G1tan21Fn2n1G2tan21F srG . ~52!
Note that Ar21s2 is precisely the quantity H(u i8 ,u j8).
We list here the general expressions for the first three
multivariate moments obtained using Eq. ~47!, up to the low-
est order correction to the Gaussian part. The algebra in-
volved is tedious but a lot of it was automated using the
symbolic computation package MATHEMATICA. Let the three
rectified output samples be Zm5@X1
21X2
2#1/2, Zn5@Y 1
2
1Y 2
2#1/2 and Zo5@W1
21W2
2#1/2 and the covariance matrix for
(X1 ,X2 ,Y 1 ,Y 2 ,W1 ,W2) be ~columns ordered in the same
way!
C5S 1 0 r1 s1 r2 s20 1 2s1 r1 2s2 r2r1 2s1 1 0 t us1 r1 0 1 2u t
r2 2s2 t 2u 1 0
s2 r2 u t 0 1
D . ~53!
The moments are
~Zm2dm!5
1
2dm
, ~54!
~Zm2dm!2512
1
4dm
2 , ~55!
~Zm2dm!~Zn2dn!5smn1F 14dmdn
2
smn
2dm
2 dn
2 ~dm
2 1dn
2
2smndmdn!G , ~56!
~Zm2dm!35
3
2dm
, ~57!
~Zm2dm!2~Zn2dn!5
11r1
21s1
2
dn
1
smn
dm
2
1
2dn
2
smn
2
dn
, ~58!
~Zm2dm!~Zn2dn!~Zo2do!5
1
2F2S snodm 1 smndo 1 smodn D
12S s˜oms˜nmdm 2 s˜mns˜ondn
1
s˜oms˜on
do
D G , ~59!
where
s˜i j5
1
did j
@r~m i1m j12m i2m j2!1s~m i1m j21m i2m j1!# .
~60!
Other moments up to third order can be constructed from the
above expressions by substituting appropriate indices.
Given a bank of templates and the parameters of a signal,
the subset $Z1 , . . . ,Zm% can be chosen as follows. Let the
coordinate of the signal be us85(tas ,t1.5s ,t0s ). A set of tem-
plates is chosen from the template bank which lie in a neigh-
borhood of (t1.5s ,t0s ), where the size of this neighborhood is
adjustable. In the rectified output of each of these templates,
the sample with the largest value of d is identified. We de-
note the coordinate of such a sample by ua , j8 , where the first
index stands for the intrinsic parameters (t1.5 and t0) of the
template and the second stands for the location of the sample
within the rectified output of this template. From Eq. ~44!, it
follows that the location of this sample for a given a can be
found by maximizing H(ua ,k8 ,us8) over the time of arrival k .
For each ua , j8 , we also choose 2n neighboring samples in the
same rectified output, namely, the samples $ua , j1k8 %, where
2n<k<n and kÞ0. Finally, the set of all these samples,
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namely, the set $ua , j8 % and for each (a , j), the set $ua , j1k8 ;
2n<k<n ,kÞ0%, gives us the required subset of rectified
output samples. Note that H(u18 ,u28) plays a central role in
the determination of this subset. In our analysis we find that
for most of the cases, n51 or keeping only the two nearest
neighbors to ua , j is a good approximation. The choice of the
neighborhood of templates is intimately related to the place-
ment of the templates themselves and is the subject of the
sections which follow.
The distribution of the test statistic L , in the presence of a
signal, is that of the maximum of the set $Z1 , . . . ,Zm%. The
joint distribution of this set was shown above to be well
approximated by a multivariate Gaussian when the strength
of the signal is sufficiently high. An analytical form for the
distribution of the maximum of a set of Gaussian random
variables is known only for the bivariate case. There are
some approximate methods @17# for the calculation of the
distribution but these are impractical for more then four or
five variates. However, the distribution for a larger number
of variates can be estimated from Monte Carlo simulations.
A large number of realizations are generated, and for each
realization, the maximum value is recorded and finally an
estimate of of the required distribution is obtained.
Given the covariance matrix CX of a multivariate Gauss-
ian random variable X¯5(X1 , . . . ,XN), a realization of X¯
can be generated as follows. Let $l i ;1<i<N% be the set of
eigenvalues of CX . Let Evec be an N3N matrix whose ith
column is the eigenvector of CX corresponding to l i . If W¯
5(W1 , . . . ,WN) is a zero mean multivariate Gaussian with
a covariance matrix given by diag(1,1, . . . ,1), then
F x1x2A
xN
G5EvecF Al1w1Al2w2A
AlNwN
G . ~61!
If X¯ has a non-zero mean vector, then this can be added to
the RHS of the above expression. It is easy to understand the
above expression geometrically. In an N dimensional Carte-
sian space, realizations of W¯ will be distributed in a spheri-
cally symmetric ‘‘cloud.’’ Multiplying the components of W¯
by Al i turns this spehrical distribution into an ellipsoidal
one. This is the distribution expected for realizations of X¯ in
the principal axis frame of CX . Finally, a rotation from the
principal axis frame to the actual frame is applied. Another
method that can be used @18# is to perform the Cholesky
decomposition of CX with the elements of one of the factors
chosen in such a way as to give the correct covariances for
the components of X¯ . We use the method of Eq. ~61! in our
analysis.
An estimate of the distribution of L can also be obtained
using the kind of Monte Carlo simulation that is convention-
ally used for studies of parameter estimation accuracy. In
such a method, a number of realizations of a noisy detector
output time series are generated. For each such data segment,
rectified outputs are generated for a set of templates and the
location of the maximum over the outputs is recorded. The
distributions of the coordinates of the maximum then give an
estimate of parameter estimation accuracy. One can also
record the values of the maximum and, thus, obtain the dis-
tribution of L . Note that a distribution obtained in this way
would be free of any approximations.
However, there are some limitations to this method. The
first is computational. In a typical simulation in our context,
each realization of noisy data would have ;104 samples ~for
a 1.4,1.4M ( binary!, for the case of the initial LIGO, and it
would be processed through ;5 templates. This leads to
;106 floating point operations ~flop! for each realization
@19#. A simulation with ;2000 realizations would thus in-
volve performing ;23109 flop ~we have neglected the cost
of generating the noise realization itself!. This is not a large
requirement computationally, but when the same calculations
are repeated for the the advanced LIGO case, for signals
having comparable masses, this requirement becomes ;1012
flop. This is because the duration of a signal with the above
masses is t0;103 sec for the case of advanced LIGO. Even
on a 300 Mflops machine ~where an Mflop is 106 flop and
‘‘flops’’ stands for flop/sec!, a typical high end computing
power, it would take ;1 h to complete the simulation. In our
analysis, detection probabilities would be required for vari-
ous configurations (;102) of template placement and would,
thus, be quite impractical to compute using this method.
There is also a more fundamental limitation. Pseudo-random
number generators have, in general, a finite period @20#. For
instance, the basic generator provided in the NAg library of
numerical routines has a recommended maximum output of
4.03108 random numbers. For the advanced LIGO case,
therefore, it is actually not possible to generate more than
;200 realizations. This, of course, would lead to very poor
statistics.
On the other hand, the method represented by Eq. ~61! is
extremely fast, and since it does not depend on the signal
duration, it is equally applicable to both the initial and ad-
vanced LIGO cases. Let the number of samples in the set
$ua , j% be M . Then the total number of samples in the set
$Z1 , . . . ,Zm% would be m5M3(2n11). Given the covari-
ance matrix for $Z1 , . . . ,Zm%, the number of operations re-
quired to obtain a single realization would be essentially m2.
Typically, M;5 and n52 which leads to 225 flop per real-
ization, a trivial quantity computationally. Also, since for
each realization only 15 samples need to be generated, the
number of trials can be made as large as 107. However, we
find approximately 10 000 trials to be sufficient for a conver-
gence of the estimated distribution. Though the computa-
tional requirements for the simulation itself are small, there
is a hidden cost in this method, namely, the computation of
the m i , r and s . If one were to employ FFTs for their com-
putation, the method would again become time consuming.
However, these quantities can be computed quite accurately
by using the stationary phase Fourier transform also. This
way, the computation of the covariance matrix also becomes
quite fast. Typically, the whole simulation including the gen-
eration of the covariance matrix takes a few seconds on a 30
Mflops machine. This should be compared with the corre-
sponding numbers obtained above for the conventional
method. It should be noted that this method may be used for
simulations of parameter estimation accuracy also. Further
investigations in this direction are in progress.
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In Fig. 3, we compare the performance of the method of
multivariate Gaussian with the exact one. It can be seen that
the approximate method becomes better as the strength of the
signal is increased. In our analysis, a value of 0.95 for the
detection probability will be taken as fiducial and, as can be
seen from Fig. 3, the error in the approximate method is
negligible.
We now turn to the calculation of false alarm probability.
An exact expression for the distribution of L in this case is
easily obtained when all the rectified output samples being
considered form a statistically independent set. In the pres-
ence of statistical correlations between the samples, it ap-
pears that an analytical treatment is difficult. However, it was
found in MD96 that Monte Carlo estimates of false alarm
probability, as a function of threshold, could be fit almost
exactly by a formula obtained by assuming that all rectified
output samples were statistically independent but there were
an effectively lesser number of them. That is, if Q0(h) is the
probability that the maximum over Nr rectified output
samples crosses h ~in the absence of a signal!, then
Q0~h!.12exp@2eNre2h
2/2# ~62!
'NreexpF2 h22 G ~forh@1 !,
~63!
where 0,e,1. This fit was assumed to hold for higher val-
ues of h also though they were beyond the range of the
simulations since, as mentioned earlier, the period of pseudo-
random number generators is finite and, consequently, it is
not possible to generate enough realizations for the estima-
tion of low probabilities. However, we subsequently found
that this problem was investigated by Rice @21# ~in 1944!,
though only for the case of a single time series. The formulas
obtained in that work can also be interpreted in terms of an
effective number of samples but the parameter e depends on
h and is not a constant. Specifically, e approaches unity as
the threshold is made higher. Therefore, the extrapolation of
the fit to Monte Carlo estimates that was made in MD96 is
not valid. This does not affect the results of MD96 signifi-
cantly, however, because the quantity required in that analy-
sis was h for a given false alarm and it was shown to be
highly insensitive to e . But it should be noted that this im-
plies that Q0(h) is affected significantly by small errors in h
and, hence, the threshold should be recomputed once the
placement of templates is completed.
The extension of the derivation of Q0(h) given by Rice
~actually, it was the rate of false alarms that was derived! to
a random field does not appear to be straightforward. Note
that the set of rectified outputs from a given template bank
can be considered to be the samples of an underlying 3-
dimensional random field, one of the dimensions being the
time of arrival and the other two being t1.5 and t0. We
present here a qualitative argument which can be extended to
FIG. 3. The relative error in detection probability as obtained using the multivariate Gaussian approximation and as obtained by
performing an exact simulation. Each figure shows the relative error for three values of signal strength, S
58.0 (solid line), 9.0 (dotted line), 10.0 (dashed line). As expected, the error decreases for larger signal strengths. The top left figure shows
the locations of the templates ~crosses!, used in the calculation of the detection probabilities, and the signal locations ~solid circles!. The
basic unit cell which is composed of templates Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 is oriented along the eigenvectors of the Hessian at the location of template
No. 1. Templates Nos. 5 and 6 are included in the calculation to take into account any possible contribution that they may provide, because
of the shear of contours, to the detection probabilities of signal Nos. 3 and 2, respectively.
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the case of random fields also and show that the same con-
clusion regarding the behavior of e should hold.
The basis of this argument is the assumption that, in the
absence of a signal, any rectified output sample is equally
likely to be the location of L . This can be expected to be true
provided the random field is at least wide sense stationary.
Since the input noise is assumed to be a stationary random
process, it follows that the rectified output of any one tem-
plate will also be stationary. However, the random field can
be non-stationary because of non-stationarity in t1.5 and t0
or it is genuinely stationary but sampled non-uniformly in
t1.5 ,t0. For the random field to be wide-sense stationary
@22#, it is required that the correlation of any two samples
should depend on only their relative displacement and not
their locations.
In the present case, the correlation of any two samples, Z1
and Z2, can be obtained exactly in the absence of a signal.
The derivation given in the Appendix leads to the following
expression for the correlation:
Z1Z252E@H~u18 ,u28!#2@12H~u18 ,u28!2#K@H~u18 ,u28!# ,
~64!
where E is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind
and K is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. Thus,
the correlation depends only on H(u18 ,u28). Therefore, if
H(u18 ,u28) were location independent, that is, if it were de-
pendent only on the difference Du8 between u18 and u28 , then
the rectified output field would be at least wide sense station-
ary.
As discussed below, H(u18 ,u28) is location independent in
the case of Newtonian and the post1-Newtonian wave forms
(u8 is understood to be a different set of parameters for these
wave forms! but not in the case of post1.5-Newtonian wave
form. However, for simplicity, consider the case where
H(u18 ,u28) is location independent. We apply our argument to
a single rectified output first.
Since we will be using an extremely low false alarm prob-
ability in our analysis, the threshold required will be quite
high @typically, ~8–9!s#. Suppose that h is so high that the
probability of two or more simultaneous crossings of h , at
widely separated locations in the time series, is almost zero.
By a wide separation we mean roughly that the locations are
not closer than the typical correlation length scale. Of course,
it is still possible for samples which are highly correlated
with the one at which L occurs to simultaneously cross h .
Thus, if Zi is the sample at which L occurs ~and crosses h),
then we have assumed above that the probability of Z j cross-
ing h in the same rectified output is zero, where (u j2iu)Dt
.L and L is the full width at half maximum ~FWHM! ~say!
of the autocorrelation function. We will further assume that
h is sufficiently high so that if one of the neighboring
samples of Zi crosses h along with Zi , it is almost always
either Zi11 or Zi21.
To compute the false alarm probability, we need to count
the number of times L crosses h in some N trials for N!` .
Under the above assumptions, the number of favorable cases
can be counted approximately as follows. First, the number
of times a given sample Zi exceeds h is counted. For N
sufficiently large, it is just the marginal frequency n for that
sample
n5N3E
h
`
dzzexpF2 z22 G
5N3expF2 h22 G . ~65!
Out of these n cases, some would be such in which either
Zi21 or Zi11 also cross h simultaneously. The number n˜ of
such cases in which Zi21 crosses h would be n˜5n
3p(zi21.huzi.h), where p(AuB) is the probability of
event A given that event B has occurred. The number of
cases in which Zi11 crosses h simultaneously with Zi would
also be n˜ . Now, each sample has n events associated with it
that favor L.h , but out of these, 2 n˜ events are common
with its immediate neighbors and these common events
should be counted only once ~recall that, by assumption, the
number of events with more than two simultaneous crossings
is negligible!. Thus, the total number of events n f that favor
a false alarm is
n f.Nr3 n˜1Nr3~n22 n˜ !
5Nr@12p~zi21.huzi.h!#3NexpF2 h22 G , ~66!
where boundary effects have been neglected. Hence, the
false alarm probability is
Q0~h!5Nr@12p~zi21.huzi.h!#expF2 h22 G . ~67!
A comparison of the above with Eq. ~63! explains why the
latter expression produces a good fit to Monte Carlo esti-
mates but now it can be seen that e5p(zi21.huzi.h) is
not a constant as assumed in MD96 but depends on h ,
e5
1
expF2 h22 G
E
h
`E
h
`
dudvPZi ,Zi21~u ,v !, ~68!
where PZi ,Zi21(u ,v) is given in Eq. ~A10!. Even for such a
simple argument, the above expression for e yields values
that are of the same order as those obtained by fitting the
Monte Carlo estimates. For instance, from Eq. ~68! we get
e50.33 for h56.0 and r21s250.9. The typical value for e
that was obtained in MD96 was ;0.7, for a single rectified
output.
It is also clear that the assumptions made above regarding
simultaneous crossings of h are not strictly necessary. The
essential point is that simultaneous crossings reduce the
number of favorable events and, since the number of such
events per sample is identical for all samples ~under the as-
sumption of stationarity!, this can be expressed as an effec-
tive reduction in the number of samples themselves. In this
way, the extension of the above argument to a random field
is obvious and leads to the same conclusion, namely, that
e!1 for h@1. In this paper, therefore, we use Eq. ~62! for
the false alarm probability but with e51.
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In the following, we will need to estimate the threshold
that is required to obtain a given false alarm probability. For
small values of the false alarm probability, we get, from Eq.
~63!,
h'S lnF Nr2Q02G D
1/2
. ~69!
Let the number of templates in the template bank be NT .
Then, Nr5N3NT , where N is the number of samples in a
single rectified output. Therefore,
Dh
h
'
DNT
h2NT
. ~70!
This shows that the threshold is very insensitive to the num-
ber of templates provided the false alarm is kept low. For
instance, even if there is a relative error of 50% in estimating
NT , the relative error in h would just be ;0.8%. As far as
the detection probability of a signal is concerned, such an
error is entirely negligible. This point will be of importance
later in the paper.
IV. PLACEMENT OF TEMPLATES FOR A ONE-STEP
SEARCH
In the previous section, we described a method for the
calculation of the detection probability of a given signal.
This method consists of choosing a small set of samples Z
from the rectified outputs of templates which are in some
neighborhood of the signal. The set Z is supposed to be such
that the maximum, over all rectified output samples, almost
always occurs among the members of Z and this requires
that each of them should have a high value of d ~typically,
d>7.0). Thus, the neighborhood of templates should be such
that the maximum of each rectified output, in the absence of
noise, be sufficiently large.
This motivates the introduction of a quantity called the
intrinsic ambiguity function H(t1.5a ,t0a;t1.5b ,t0b) which is de-
fined as
H~ua ,ub!5 max
t
a
a
2t
a
b
H~ua8 ,ub8!. ~71!
In other words, this is the maximum value that the rectified
output of a template ua will have if the input consists of only
a signal ub having S51. The role of templates and signals is,
of course, interchangeable here. For SÞ1, the maximum
value will simply be SH. We term this value the observed
strength Sobs of the signal.
Clearly, the larger the ‘‘width’’ of the intrinsic ambiguity
function, the more sparsely can templates be placed around a
signal in order to obtain the same detection probability. In
this sense, the intrinsic ambiguity plays a central role in the
determination of the density of templates and thus the com-
putational cost of a one-step search. We first discuss, in the
following section, the calculation of H and some of its rel-
evant properties. This is followed by a discussion of template
placement for a one-step search.
A. Intrinsic ambiguity function
Using the stationary phase Fourier transform given in Eq.
~18!, it can be shown easily that
H~ua8 ,ub8!5
1
b
@Fcos
2 ~ua8 ,ub8!1Fsin
2 ~ua8 ,ub8!#
1/2
, ~72!
Fcos~ua8 ,ub8!5Ef a
f c d f
Sn~ f ! f
27/3cos@a~ f !# , ~73!
Fsin~ua8 ,ub8!52Ef a
f c d f
Sn~ f ! f
27/3sin@a~ f !# , ~74!
a~ f !52pFDta f 1(
k
Dtkck~ f !G ;
kP@0,1,1.5# , ~75!
b5E
f a
f c d f
Sn~ f ! f
27/3
, ~76!
where Dta5ta
a2ta
b
, Dtk5tk
a2tk
b
. The quantities Fcos /b
and Fsin /b are nothing but the quantities r and s defined in
Eq. ~49! and Eq. ~50! but expressed in terms of the stationary
phase Fourier transform. They can, of course, be calculated
exactly by generating the wave forms in time domain using
Eq. ~6! and computing their correlations using the FFT. We
find that Fcos and Fsin reproduce the corresponding exact
quantities quite faithfully for both the initial and advanced
LIGO noise spectral densities. This also holds to a large
extent when f c is replaced by the least of the plunge cutoff
frequencies corresponding to the two wave forms. Thus,
H(ua8 ,ub8) calculated using Eq. ~72! also reproduces faith-
fully the corresponding exact results and this would also be
true for H provided the location of the maximum in Eq. ~71!
is obtained accurately.
We obtain the location of the maximum in Eq. ~71! in two
steps. First, an initial estimate for the required value of Dta is
obtained as described below. This is followed by a search for
the true maximum around this initial guess using a bracket-
ing and golden search algorithm ~MNBRAK and GOLDEN in
@13#!. In order to get the initial estimate, we solve the inte-
grals in Eq. ~73! and Eq. ~74! using a stationary phase ap-
proximation but with the point of stationarity chosen in such
a way as to yield the maximum value for the RHS in Eq.
~72!. Let the desired stationary point be f 5 f 0. Then, for
fixed values of Dt1.5 and Dt0, the condition of stationarity
yields
Dta52~Dt01Dt12Dt1.5!1Dt0x
81Dt1x
62Dt1.5x
5
,
~77!
where x5@ f 0 / f a#21/3. Substituting the above back into the
integrands in Eq. ~72! and maximizing the resulting expres-
sion over f 0 yields the required value. This value of f 0 is
obtained only once for a particular choice of Dt1.5 and Dt0.
For any other (Dt1.5 ,Dt0), the same value of f 0 is used to
obtain an initial estimate for Dta using Eq. ~77!. The algo-
rithm given above is quite fast as compared to the exact
calculation.
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Contour plots of H(ua ,ub), as a function of ub with ua
fixed, are shown in Fig. 4. Also shown are the eigenvectors
of the Hessian of H which is defined as
Hi j~ua!5
1
2
]2H~ua ,ub!
]ub
i ]ub
j U
ub5ua
. ~78!
The Hessian Hi j(ua) is identical to the metric on the signal
manifold introduced in @4#. Since H(ua ,ua1Du) is maxi-
mum at Du50, the H surface is quadratic in a sufficiently
small neighborhood of ua and, as shown in Fig. 4, the inner-
most contours are elliptical. The orientation and axis lengths
of such an elliptical contour can be obtained in terms of the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Hessian. Let l1(ua),
l2(ua) be the smaller and larger eigenvalues of H(ua) re-
spectively and let eˆ 1a and eˆ 2a be the corresponding eigen-
vectors ~normalized to unity!. Then, the length of the semi-
minor and semi-major axes of a contour at level e are given
by
l1~e ,ua!5
A12e
A2l1~ua!
, ~79!
l2~e ,ua!5
A12e
A2l2~ua!
, ~80!
respectively, while their orientation is given by the respec-
tive eigenvectors. Note that since the eigenvalues are nega-
tive, ul1(ua)u>ul2(ua)u. Since, we already have a nearly
accurate method for computing H, Hi j can be calculated
simply by approximating the derivatives in Eq. ~78! by finite
differences. It should be noted that at a given location, the
directions in which the contours at successively lower levels
are most elongated suffer progressively larger rotations with
respect to these eigenvectors. We call this the shear of the
contours. Typically, l i(ua) and eˆ ia provide a good estimate
of the size and orientation of the contours for H>0.95.
The intrinsic ambiguity H is not independent of its loca-
tion in parameter space. That is, if Du5(Dt1.5 ,Dt0) is a
displacement vector, H(ua ,ua1Du)ÞH(ub ,ub1Du) in
general for uaÞub . For our purpose, the most appropriate
way of characterizing this location dependence would be to
investigate the change in the dimensions of the innermost
contours of H. This is because we are primarily interested in
the detection of signals with low strengths and for such sig-
nals the templates in a one step search would be placed
closely. For instance, we find from earlier works ~MD96 and
@4#! that for low values of S , the spacing of templates is such
that the signal with the lowest detection probability has
H(u t ,us).0.97, for some template u t . In Figs. 5, 6 and
Figs. 7, 8, we have plotted l1(0.97,ua), l2(0.97,ua), the area
of the ellipse pl1l2 and the angle between the t1.5 axis and
eˆ 1a as functions of ua . The lowest contour level in each plot
FIG. 4. The contours of the intrinsic ambiguity function
H(ua ,ub) for the initial LIGO. In this figure, ua is kept fixed at
ua5(1.3,25.0) sec and ub is varied. Also shown are the semi-minor
and semi-major axes of the 0.97 contour as calculated from the
Hessian H(ua). The axes do not appear at a right angle to one
another because the axes scales are different.
FIG. 5. The upper figure shows the contours of l2(0.97,ua) and
the lower figure shows the contours of l1(0.97,ua), in the space of
interest for the initial LIGO.
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is close to the minimum value which that quantity takes over
the whole of the space of interest.
B. Geometrical configuration of a one-step template bank
In MD96, we had introduced a set of criteria which a
template bank for a one-step search was required to satisfy.
These criteria were ~C1! every signal, having a strength S
greater than a given minimum strength Smin , should have a
detection probability greater than a given minimum detection
probability Qd,min and ~C2! the false alarm should stay below
a specified level Q0,max . Throughout the following, Qd,min
50.95 and Q0,max is chosen to be such that the average rate
of false events is 1 event/yr. Apart from the above criteria,
we also demand ~C3! that the templates be spaced as sparsely
as possible so as to minimize the computational cost.
An obvious way to fix the template placement would be to
search through all the possible placement configurations and
find the one satisfying the three criteria stated above. We
have already introduced formulas for detection and false
alarm probabilities in Sec. III which can be used in checking
~C1! and ~C2!. However, such a blind search in configuration
space is impossible to perform in practice since the number
of templates can be expected to be quite large. Instead one
can make some reasonable assumptions regarding the geom-
etry of the final configuration and then proceed to perform a
limited search within that framework. We will now present
an argument that suggests an approximation to the optimum
geometry of template placement in the post1.5-Newtonian
case. This approximation should be good enough for estimat-
ing the performance of a two-step hierarchical search but a
more careful analysis would be required when such a scheme
is actually implemented.
1. Case of location independent H
Consider, first, a simple hypothetical situation in which
the intrinsic ambiguity is location independent, that is,
H(ua ,ua1Du)5H(Du). Recall that the detection probabil-
ity of a signal was determined by a subset Z of samples
belonging to the rectified outputs of templates in some neigh-
FIG. 6. The upper figure shows the area
pl1(0.97,ua)l2(0.97,ua) of the 0.97 contour of the intrinsic ambi-
guity function H and the lower figure shows the contours of a1, the
angle ~in degrees! between eˆ 1a and the t1.5 axis, on the space of
interest for the initial LIGO.
FIG. 7. The upper figure shows the contours of l2(0.97,ua) and
the lower figure shows the contours of l1(0.97,ua), in the space of
interest for the advanced LIGO.
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borhood of the signal. Thus, the detection probability of a
signal is determined entirely by the local distribution of tem-
plates around it. Let the coordinates of the signal be us and
that of the templates be $us1Du1 , . . . ,us1Dup%, where P
is the number of templates in the neighborhood. Also, the
samples in Z which contribute most to the detection prob-
ability are the ones which are located at the maxima of the
rectified outputs ~for zero noise! of these templates. Let the
set of such samples be Z85$Zi8%,Z, i51, . . . ,P . The re-
maining samples typically contribute only a few percent
more to the detection probability. Then,
Zi8.SH~us ,us1Du i!. ~81!
Now, if H is assumed to be location independent, two dif-
ferent signals ~having the same strength! would have the
same detection probability provided the local configuration
of templates $Du1 , . . . ,Dup% around them is the same.
Strictly speaking, this statement is not true unless H(ua8 ,ub8)
is also independent of location. This is because the covari-
ance matrix ~determined by H) of the set of samples Z8 need
not be location independent even though their mean values
~given by H) may be so. However, we will proceed with the
assumption that variation in the covariance matrix is a neg-
ligible effect. The validity of this assumption can be checked
after the final results have been obtained, as we do below.
An intrinsic ambiguity function which is location inde-
pendent is not unrealistic since the Newtonian @6,12# as well
as the post1-Newtonian @4# wave forms are known to have
such an intrinsic ambiguity for the right choice of param-
eters. In fact, in these cases, the function H(u18 ,u28) itself is
dependent only on Du . Thus, the detection probability of a
signal in the case of Newtonian or post1-Newtonian wave
forms depends strictly on the local configuration
$Du1 , . . . ,Dup% alone.
Now consider a configuration of templates in which the
distribution of templates in the space of interest is inhomo-
geneous but which is claimed to satisfy ~C1!, ~C2!, and ~C3!
for some Smin . It then follows that the detection probability
of a signal with S5Smin in a region sparsely populated by
templates is at least Qd, min . However, this implies that a
region where templates are spaced densely is overpopulated
because, as shown above, the same sparse local distribution
should suffice everywhere. Therefore, a further reduction in
computational cost can be brought about by removing some
of the templates from the overpopulated region. This implies
that an inhomogeneous distribution cannot be an optimal
one. Hence, when H is location independent, templates
should be distributed homogeneously which is equivalent to
placing them on a regular grid.
A two dimensional regular grid is specified by a single
unit cell. In the present paper we will assume that this unit
cell is a parallelogram. Such a unit cell is specified by the
lengths of two adjacent sides, l1 and l2, and the angles, a1,
a2, that l1 and l2 make with some reference direction ~see
Fig. 9!. To find the optimal placement of templates, there-
fore, a search can be performed in (l1 ,l2 ,a1 ,a2) space for
the unit cell having the largest area under the constraint that
FIG. 8. The upper figure shows the area
pl1(0.97,ua)l2(0.97,ua) of the 0.97 contour of the intrinsic ambi-
guity function H and the lower figure shows contours of a1, the
angle ~in degrees! between eˆ 1a and the t1.5 axis, in the space of
interest for the advanced LIGO.
FIG. 9. The parameters of a unit cell which is a parallelogram.
Whenever the sides of the unit cell are assumed to be along the
eigenvectors of the Hessian, l1 is taken to be along the semi-minor
axis while l2 is taken along the semi-major axis.
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the resulting grid of templates satisfy ~C1! and ~C2!. Such a
search would be computationally expensive even with the
fast methods that were introduced in the earlier sections.
Note, however, that the unit cell with the largest area, for a
given l1 and l2, is a rectangle. Hence, for a given l1 and l2,
a search should first be performed among all rectangular unit
cells to locate the ones that satisfy ~C1! and ~C2!. This is
equivalent to just a rotation of the grid which involves only
one of the angles and, hence, saves significantly on compu-
tations. Once the largest rectangular unit cell that satisfies
~C1! and ~C2! has been found, the search can then be ex-
tended to non-rectangular unit cells with larger areas.
The computational cost can be reduced further by making
an educated guess for the orientation of the rectangular unit
cell. For instance, let the contours of H be ellipsoids with the
same orientation. Then it can be seen heuristically that the
largest rectangular unit cell should be obtained when l1 and
l2 are oriented along the major and minor axes, that is, the
eigenvectors of the Hessian H. If the contours exhibit a
shear, then the largest rectangular unit cells for different val-
ues of Smin would, of course, be oriented differently. In such
a case also, the computation involved in the search can be
reduced by starting with an orientation given by the eigen-
vectors of H and then searching a small range of a1 around
this orientation.
In order to check that the above argument is reasonable,
consider Fig. 10. For a rectangular unit cell oriented along
the t1.5 and t0 axes and having arbitrary dimensions l1 and
l2, we show the detection probability of signals, having the
same strength, which lie in the interior of the cell. The
threshold has also been chosen arbitrarily and samples for
the set Z were chosen from the rectified outputs of the four
templates at the vertices of the unit cell. Also superimposed
on this detection probability map are the contours of H for
one of the templates. It is clear from the figure that, as ex-
pected, the detection probability map closely follows the
contours of the intrinsic ambiguity. Roughly speaking, the
detection probability contours are formed by the ‘‘overlap’’
of the H contours. Therefore, it can be expected that if the
unit cell were oriented along the eigenvectors of H, then the
area can be made larger, keeping the minimum detection
probability the same, because this orientation would maxi-
mize the overlap of the H contours. In Fig. 10 we also show
the detection probability map, for the same threshold as
above, when the unit cell is oriented along the eigenvectors
of H (l1 along eˆ 1a and l2 along eˆ 2a). The minimum detec-
tion probability is much larger now which implies that the
area can now be increased further. In the following, we will
restrict the parameter space for the unit cell to be only
(l1 ,l2) and orient the sides along the eigenvectors of the
Hessian. That is, the sides of the unit cell are given by l1eˆ 1a
and l2eˆ 2a .
2. Case of post1.5-Newtonian H
Consider the family of post1.5-Newtonian wave forms
now. As shown in the previous section, H is not location
independent in this case. However, if this variation is small
over the scale of few unit cells, then it can be expected that
the optimum template placement for the post1.5-Newtonian
case would also be close to a regular grid. In earlier works
~MD96 and @4#!, the typical spacing of templates for low
values of Smin turned out to be such that for any signal, the
value of H was at least ;0.97 in some template. In the
present case, if templates are placed along the eigenvectors
FIG. 10. In the uppermost figure we show the detection prob-
ability of signals in the interior of a rectangular unit cell which is
oriented along the t1.5 and t0 axes with the top left vertex at
(1.1,25.0) sec. The length l1 of the side along the t0 axis is 0.05 sec
while the length l2 of the other side is 0.150 sec. The threshold and
signal strengths were chosen ~arbitrarily! as h58.0 and S59.0. In
the middle figure the contours of this detection probability map are
superimposed on some of the contours ~dashed line! of H(ua ,ub)
with ua5(1.1,25.0) sec. In the lowermost figure, we show the de-
tection probability map for the same unit cell but now with l1 and l2
oriented along the eigenvectors eˆ 1a and eˆ 2a . The threshold and
signal strength are the same as in the figures above it. The values
along the x axis ~oriented along eˆ 1a) and y axis ~oriented along eˆ 2a)
are the serial numbers of the grid points.
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of the Hessian, this would imply that the typical lengths for
the sides of the unit cell are ;2l1(0.97,ua) and
;2l2(0.97,ua). Thus, the effect of the location dependence
of H on the placement of templates can be studied by com-
paring the change in l i , over a distance 2l i along eˆ ia @that is,
l i(0.97,ua1eˆ ia)2l i(0.97,ua)#, with the value of l i at that
point. For the scales used in Fig. 5 and Fig. 7, a line along
any of the two eigenvectors would be nearly horizontal at
any point. Therefore, the change in l i along eˆ ia can be ob-
tained approximately by simply measuring the change over a
line of constant t0. In Figs. 11, 12, we plot the quantity
d i~t1.5 ;t0
0!5F 12l i@0.97,~t00 ,t1.512l i0!#l i@0.97,~t00 ,t1.5!# G3100, ~82!
where l i
0 is the value of l i at the intersection of the t05t0
0
line and the boundary AB or BC as the case may be @23#. A
similar quantity da can be constructed for the angle a1 that
the semi-minor axis makes with the t1.5 axis,
da5F 12a1~t00 ,t1.512l20!
a1~t0
0
,t1.5!
G3100. ~83!
This has also been plotted in Figs. 11, 12.
It is evident that the variation of the dimensions and ori-
entations of the unit cells, over the scale of a single unit cell
itself, is quite small over a large portion of the space of
interest for both the initial and advanced LIGO. In general,
this variation becomes more rapid towards the high mass, or
low t0, region. However, it is still small for the advanced
LIGO though it may have some significant effect in the case
of the initial LIGO. Thus, at least in the case of the advanced
LIGO, one can expect that the optimum placement of tem-
plates will be along an ‘‘adiabatically’’ changing grid over
most of the space of interest. Since the rate of detectable
events is not expected to be large for the initial LIGO, we
will not investigate the placement of templates for the initial
LIGO any further here. Instead we will concentrate on the
advanced LIGO and assume that a quasi-regular grid will be
obtained for the initial LIGO also. Further, in the following
analysis, we will approximate the quasi-regular grid above
by a set of piecewise regular grids, that is, a set of patches
covering the whole of the space of interest where the unit
cells in each patch are identical but differ in dimension and
orientation in different patches.
Though, in principle, the unit cell in each patch can be
determined by using the algorithm given earlier, this would
again be impractical because now a placement algorithm
would have to search a two dimensional parameter space, l1
and l2, for each patch. However, if the assumption that the
detection probability is almost completely determined by H
alone were true, then the search would collapse to just two
dimensions. This can be seen as follows ~we call this as-
sumption As1 for convenience in the following!. For a small
displacement Du5x1eˆ 1a1x2eˆ 2a at ua ,
H~ua ,ua1Du!.12@l1~ua!x121l2~ua!x22# , ~84!
where we have rotated the coordinate system locally so that
FIG. 11. The quantities d1, d2 and da @see Eqs. ~82! and ~83!# for the case of the initial LIGO. Each row of figures corresponds to a fixed
value of t0. ~i! For the first row, t0560.0 sec, ~ii! for the second row, t0530.0 sec, and ~iii! for the third row, t0510.0 sec. The first column
corresponds to d1, the second corresponds to d2 and the third to da . The x axis is the t1.5 axis.
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H(ua) is diagonalized. Consider a different location ub
where l i(ub)5a il i(ua). Then, for a small displacement at
ub @in a rotated coordinate system that diagonalizes H(ub)#
and at the same order of approximation as in Eq. ~84!,
HFub ,ub1( xieˆ ib /Aa iG5HFua ,ua1( xieˆ iaG .
~85!
Now, suppose that the unit cell at ua , having dimensions l1
and l2, satisfies ~C1! for a given threshold. This implies that
every signal in the interior of the cell has a detection prob-
ability greater than Qd ,min . Let the relative coordinates of
such a signal be us5(e1l1 ,e2l2), where 0,e i,1. If As1 is
true, then the detection probability must depend only on
H15H(ua1us ,ua), H25H(ua1us ,ua1l1eˆ 1a), H3
5H(ua1us ,ua1l2eˆ 1a) and H45H(ua1us ,ua1l1eˆ 1a
1l2eˆ 2a) ~we have neglected the contribution from other tem-
plates for the present but this does not affect the argument!.
It then follows from Eq. ~85! that, for the same threshold, the
detection probability of a signal with relative coordinates
(e1l1 /Aa1,e2l2 /Aa2) at ub will be the same as that of us at
ua . Hence, for a given threshold, if a unit cell with sides l1,
l2 at ua satisfies ~C1!, then so would a unit cell with sides
l1 /Aa1, l2 /Aa2 at ub .
Assume that for a given threshold the largest unit cell that
is compatible with ~C1! is unique ~note that the orientation of
unit cells has already been fixed and only rectangular unit
cells are being considered!. We call this assumption As2.
Now, suppose that the optimum solution compatible with all
the three criteria ~C1!, ~C2!, and ~C3! has been obtained by
some means. That is, the sides of the largest unit cell com-
patible with ~C1! in each patch as well as a common thresh-
old have been found. From As2 and As1, it then follows that
if the unit cell dimensions are l1 and l2 in any one patch, the
dimensions of a unit cell in any other patch must be l1 /Aa1
and l2 /Aa2. Hence, when searching the 2Np parameter
space of unit cell dimensions (Np being the number of
patches!, only the subspace l1, l2 for any one unit cell needs
to be searched. We should emphasize here that the above
argument is by no means a rigorous proof. Given the com-
plicated interdependences of various quantities ~for instance,
even the number of patches and also the extent of a patch
may depend on the dimensions of the unit cells!, it would be
difficult to cast the problem into a tractable mathematical
form. However, we find the above argument sufficiently sug-
gestive and the conclusions reached as plausible. The as-
sumption As2 is actually not required since it can be ex-
pected that the total number of templates, hence the
threshold for a given false alarm, will only depend on the
areas of the unit cells in each patch and not on their indi-
vidual dimensions. Thus, one can always choose the opti-
mum solution to be the one where unit cells are scaled ver-
isons of each other, without violating ~C2! or ~C3!.
How large can l1 and l2 be in the post1.5-Newtonian case
before the detection probability for scaled unit cells starts
showing significant errors? We have checked this empiri-
cally and the results are presented in Figs. 13 ~initial LIGO!
and 14 ~advanced LIGO!. In each figure we present our re-
FIG. 12. The quantities d1, d2 and da @see Eqs. ~63! and ~64!# for the case of the advanced LIGO. Each row of figures corresponds to
a fixed value of t0. ~i! For the first row, t053000.0 sec, ~ii! for the second row, t052000.0 sec, and ~iii! for the third row, t05800.0 sec.
The first column corresponds to d1, the second corresponds to d2 and the third to da . The abscissa is the t1.5 axis ~in seconds!.
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sults for different values of Smin which are chosen to encom-
pass the typical range of Smin that will be considered later.
The detection probability that we consider throughout our
analysis is 0.95. Hence, we compute the errors in detection
probability at the 0.95 level. Also, it is not enough to com-
pute the error for only one signal point since it may depend
on the signal location. Therefore, the maximum error among
three different signals is shown.
For each plot, we take two widely separated locations uA
and uB . The x axis and y axis are the values of l1 and l2 at
uA . The corresponding quantities at uB are l185l1 /Ag1 and
l285l2 /Ag2, where g i5l i(uB)/l i(uA). At each location the
detection probabilities of three representative signals are ob-
tained ~this anticipates the discussion of the Sec. IV D!,
namely, the signals u1a5ua1(l1eˆ 1a1l2eˆ 2a)/2, u2a5ua
1l1eˆ 1a/2 and u3a5ua1l2eˆ 2a/2, where a5A or B . Let the
threshold at which the detection probability of u iA equals
0.95 be h i . Let the detection probability of u iB at the same
threshold h i be Qdi . The quantity plotted on the z axis is the
maximum relative error among the three signals. That is,
max
i
F12 Qdi0.95G3100.
Thus, we are plotting the maximum relative error in the de-
tection probability ~at the 0.95 level! as a function of the unit
cell dimensions. As mentioned earlier, the typical one-step
spacings that can be expected are 2l1(0.97,ua) and
2l2(0.97,ua). For these values, we see from the figures that
the typical error is <2%. In fact, the errors stay small for
much larger values of the unit cell dimensions. Hence, for a
one-step template placement involving low values of Smin ,
As1 can be assumed to be valid for post1.5-Newtonian wave
forms.
C. Number of templates for a one-step search
for post1.5-Newtonian wave forms
In order to obtain the computational cost of a one-step
search as well as the threshold for a given false alarm, the
FIG. 13. The relative error in detection probability for corre-
sponding signals in two widely separated unit cells. Let the loca-
tions of the unit cells be ua and ub . In this figure, we consider the
case of the initial LIGO and place the top left templates of the unit
cells at ua5(1.3,50.0) sec and ub5(1.5,10.0) sec. The value used
for the signal strength S is shown at the top of each plot. The effect
of plunge cutoff has been incorporated in the calculations.
FIG. 14. The relative error in detection probability for corre-
sponding signals in two widely separated unit cells. Let the loca-
tions of the unit cells be ua and ub . In this figure, we consider the
case of the advanced LIGO and place the top left templates of the
unit cells at ua5(13.0,2000.0) sec and ub5(15.0,400.0) sec. The
value used for the signal strength S is shown at the top of each plot.
The effect of plunge cutoff has been incorporated in the calcula-
tions.
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number of templates in a grid has to be obtained. This is not
a straightforward task, however, because of the non-trivial
shape of the boundary and the variation in the area of the
contours with a change in location.
The non-trivial shape of the boundary would cause some
templates in any regular grid to fall outside the space of
interest. However, as can be seen from Figs. 1 and 2, in
which the unit cells are almost horizontal because of the
scales used, such an effect would be significant only near the
region around vertex A . In this region, even a single unit cell
may span both the boundary segments AC and AB . Note,
however, that the segments AB , as well as BC , are not strict
limits. That is, astrophysically valid templates can also exist
beyond them. This is not true, however, for the segment AC
which is the image of the principal diagonal in the (m1 ,m2)
plane. Thus, although no template should be placed on the
left of AC , it is acceptable if some templates in a grid breach
AB or BC . This allows a quasi-regular grid to be placed in
the region near A , as shown schematically in Fig. 15. This
patch of templates can be used to cover the space of interest
from A until that value of t0 at which the width of the space
of interest becomes comparable to the length l2 of the unit
cell.
From Fig. 15, it appears that it may not be necessary to
include the templates on the right hand edges of the unit
cells. However, these templates would be required in the
region where the size of the unit cell becomes comparable to
the width of the space of interest, in which case the signal at
the centroid of the unit cells ~which needs the right hand
templates for achieving the required detection probability!
would lie inside the space of interest. For simplicity in the
counting algorithm we include the right hand templates for
unit cells which lie higher up ~near vertex A! also. The num-
ber of extra templates thus added will not be significant com-
pared to the total number of templates that will be required to
cover all of the space of interest and, hence, will not signifi-
cantly alter the final results.
The effect of the variation in the area of the H contours
on the number of templates can be incorporated approxi-
mately as follows. Recall that in the previous section we
showed that unit cells in different patches can be taken as
scaled versions of a standard unit cell, where the scale fac-
tors were the ratio of the corresponding eigenvalues of the
Hessian. Thus, the area of a unit cell will vary with location
according to these scale factors only and, hence, the relative
change in the area will be the same as that in the area of the
0.97 contour which is shown in Figs. 6 and 8.
Let l1 and l2 be the dimensions of the unit cell in that
region of the space of interest where the variation in the area
is small ~say, maximum relative change of ;15 %). For the
initial LIGO this is roughly the region between vertex A and
the contour at 0.002 sec2 in Fig. 6, while it is the area be-
tween A and the contour at 0.04 sec2 for the case of the
advanced LIGO. Let AC12C2 be the area between contours
c1 and c2 and a5l1l2. Then, for the case of initial LIGO, the
number of templates that lie in A0.002–0.003 would be approxi-
mately A0.002–0.003 /(1.5a) since the area of the contour in-
creases by ;50 % in this region. Similarly, the number of
templates in A0.003–0.004 would be ;A0.003–0.004 /(2.0a) and
so on. Let bC1 –C25AC12C2 /A , where A is the area of the
whole of the space of interest @see Eq. ~14!# and NTv be the
number of templates in the region where the variation in area
is fast ~i.e., below the 0.002 sec2 contour!. Then,
NT
v.Fb0.002–0.0031.5 1b0.003–0.0042.0 1 b0.004–0.0052.5 1 b0.005–0.0063.0
1
b0.006–0.007
3.5 1
b0.007–0.008
4.0 1 . . . GAa , ~86!
where we have not taken more terms because their corre-
sponding areas are negligible ~even A0.007–0.008
50.07A0.002–0.007). The values of bC1 –C2 are b0.002–0.003
50.193, b0.003–0.00450.090, b0.004–0.00550.061, b0.005–0.006
50.048, b0.006–0.00750.041 and b0.007–0.00850.031. We call
FIG. 15. A schematic illustration of a quasi-regular grid of unit cells near the vertex A of the space of interest ~initial LIGO!. The lengths
used for the sides of the unit cells are l150.02 sec and l250.120 sec. These lengths have been chosen arbitrarily but represent typical values
obtained in a one-step search. The boundary of the space of interest is shown by the lighter lines. The top left corner of each unit cell is
placed on the left most boundary which is the image of the principal diagonal in the (m1 ,m2) plane.
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the coefficient of A/a on the RHS of Eq. ~86! k . For the case
of the initial LIGO, therefore, k50.233. Similarly, for the
case of the advanced LIGO,
k5
b0.04–0.05
1.25 1
b0.05–0.06
1.5 1
b0.06–0.07
1.75 , ~87!
where b0.04–0.0550.183, b0.05–0.0650.062 and b0.06–0.07
50.020 which give k50.199. To understand what these val-
ues for k mean, assume that the number of templates in the
remaining region of the space of interest ~that is, the region
with a slow variation! can be obtained by simply dividing its
area by that of the unit cell. Then the total number of tem-
plates NT
t would be
NT
t 5S 12( b j DAa 1k Aa . ~88!
For the initial LIGO (b j50.464, which gives NT
t
.0.769A/a . Similarly for the advanced LIGO, NT
t
.0.934A/a . This clearly shows that the variation in the area
of unit cells has a small effect in the case of the advanced
LIGO.
We combine the two approximations discussed above to
give the following algorithm for estimating the total number
of templates. Recall that in the region of large t0, all the
three quantities l1, l2 and a1 vary quite slowly. For the pur-
pose of counting the number of templates, therefore, we will
assume the orientation and dimensions of a unit cell to be
constants in the regions ~a! between vertex A and the 0.002
sec2 contour for the initial LIGO and ~b! between vertex A
and the 0.04 sec2 contour for the advanced LIGO. We
choose an average value of a1538° for the initial LIGO and
a1545° for the advanced LIGO, where a1 is the angle be-
tween the semi-minor axis and the t1.5 axis. The final results
are quite insensitive to the choice of these angular values. In
the first step of the algorithm, we count the number of tem-
plates in the region near A by placing unit cells as shown
schematically in Fig. 15. The unit cells are ‘‘stacked’’ below
each other until the length of the segment along a t0
5const line equals l2. Let this value of t0 be t0
eq(l2) and the
number of templates thus obtained be NT
eq
. The area, Aeq ,
between the vertex A and the t05t0
eq(l2) line is then found.
The total number of templates is then obtained as
NT
t 5NT
eq1F12 AeqA 2( b jGAa 1k Aa . ~89!
The output of this algorithm is shown in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17,
where we have also shown the values obtained if the number
of templates is estimated simply as A/a . Again, it can be
seen that the effect of variation in H contours is small for the
advanced LIGO.
Almost all the problems associated with the non-trivial
shape of the boundary of the space of interest can be elimi-
nated if instead of the segments AB , a rectangular corner
ADB were used. That is, D has the abscissa of B and the
ordinate of A . However, the region between the segments
AB , AD and DB is then mapped, in the (m1 ,m2) plane, onto
a negligibly small area. Thus, although the number of tem-
plates will increase significantly, not much will be gained in
terms of the range of detectable binary systems.
The boundary can also be made simple by going over to a
different set of parameters, such as the masses (m1 ,m2). But
we found that in such cases the intrinsic ambiguity function
shows excessive location dependence. However, there may
exist a coordinate system in which both the boundary of the
space of interest is simple and the intrinsic ambiguity func-
tion does not show much variation. This approach needs to
be explored more thoroughly. The problems with the count-
ing of templates, discussed above, are also present for the
coordinates used in @4,5#.
FIG. 16. The number of templates for the case of the initial
LIGO as a function of the unit cell dimensions l1 and l2. The solid
contours are obtained by using the algorithm that takes the variation
of unit cell areas into account. The dashed contours are for the
values obtained by simply dividing the area of the space of interest
by l13l2.
FIG. 17. The number of templates for the case of the advanced
LIGO as a function of the unit cell dimensions l1 and l2. The solid
contours are obtained by using the algorithm that takes the variation
of unit cell areas into account. The dashed contours are for the
values obtained by simply dividing the area of the space of interest
by l13l2.
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To summarize, the following conclusions emerge from
the discussion presented so far. ~i! In the case where the
intrinsic ambiguity is location independent ~as happens, for
instance, in the Newtonian and post1-Newtonian cases!, tem-
plates should be placed on a regular grid ~neglecting bound-
ary effects!. ~ii! The unit cell of the grid should have the
largest area @in order to satisfy ~C3!# while satisfying ~C1!
and ~C2!. Assuming that the unit cell is a parallelogram, we
gave a practical algorithm to find the four parameters
(l1 ,l2 ,a1 ,a2) of this optimum unit cell. ~iii! The location
dependence of H in the post1.5-Newtonian case is quite weak
over most of the space of interest ~at least for the case of the
advanced LIGO! as shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. This im-
plies that the placement of templates in this case should also
be on an approximately regular grid. ~iv! We can make a
piecewise approximation to this grid where each piece, or
patch, is regular ~formed by translating the same unit cell!.
~v! If the detection probability of a signal were to be deter-
mined almost completely by the intrinsic ambiguity, then
only a single unit cell for any one patch needs to be deter-
mined. We checked that this assumption is true for the
post1.5-Newtonian wave form. ~vi! Since the segment AB is
not a strict boundary, it is acceptable if some templates from
a grid near vertex A breach it. We therefore put a quasi-
regular grid of single unit cells ‘‘stacked’’ vertically near A .
In the remaining region, variation in the area of unit cells
was approximately taken into account while estimating the
number of unit cells. We emphasize here that these conclu-
sions will not hold for large values of Smin but only for
values that are sufficiently low so as to make the unit cells
small.
D. Algorithm for the determination of the optimum unit cell
We now present the algorithm that we have used in this
paper for the determination of the parameters l1 and l2 of the
optimum one-step unit cell. Although the algorithm that was
obtained earlier is practical enough, we can simplify it fur-
ther as follows.
First, as has already been shown earlier ~Sec. III!, the
threshold is very insensitive to the number of templates when
the required false alarm is small. Since, as shown in Fig. 16
and Fig. 17, the relative error between the approximate count
A/a and the ‘‘exact’’ count is ;30% or less, the threshold is
affected negligibly if the approximate count is used in its
determination.
However, it must be emphasized here that the false alarm
is very sensitive to changes in the threshold and, therefore,
ultimately the threshold should be fixed very accurately. For
instance, let the number of templates be 33105 and the
length of a data segment be 8192 sec with a sampling rate of
2048 Hz ~typical values for the advanced LIGO!. Then, for
an average false alarm rate of 1 event/yr, the required thresh-
old is 8.661. If an error of, say, 25 % is made in the deter-
mination of this threshold, then the false alarm rate becomes
;38 events/yr while if the error made is 15%, then the
false event rate falls to 0.02 events/yr. The latter situation is
definitely more preferable, however, since the detection
probability of signals will not drop too much ~typically by
5 %). This in turn implies that an overestimation of the num-
ber of templates is better than an underestimation and that is
precisely what happens when the approximate count of tem-
plate is used ~provided the effect of the boundary near vertex
A is negligible, which should be so for small unit cells!.
Second, given a unit cell, it is sufficient to check that
signals that have the least detection probability be detectable
with a probability >Qd,min50.95. For a rectangular cell,
there exist three such signals, namely, the signals at the mid-
points of l1 and l2 and the signal at the the centroid of the
rectangle. This is also borne out by Fig. 10 ~lowermost!
which shows that these three signals lie at the minima of the
detection probability map. This is also the reason that such a
set of signals was used in Figs. 13, 14.
The algorithm for one-step template placement: ~i! The
value of Smin is fixed. We make a few preliminary coarse
runs to find out the range of values of Smin for which the unit
cells are sufficiently small ~so that the shear is unimportant!.
As mentioned earlier, we keep Qd, min50.95 and Q0, max is
kept such that the average rate of false events is 1/yr. Let the
duration of each input data segment be T sec. Then,
Q0,max5~T2jmax!/~36532433600!, ~90!
where jmax is the duration of the longest template ~see Sec.
II B!. Recall that we denote T2jmax by TP
0
.
~ii! We choose a point in the (t1.5 ,t0) space such that
when a unit cell is constructed around it, all the templates lie
well within the boundary. For instance, in the case of the
initial LIGO, we choose the point (1.3,50.0). Let this point
be ua .
~iii! The unit eigenvectors eˆ 1a and eˆ 2a of H are found at
ua . We consider rectangular unit cells such that ~a! ua is
always the same vertex for all of them and ~b! the sides are
l1eˆ 1a and l2eˆ 2a with l1.0, l2.0. The values of l1 and l2 are
chosen to lie on a regular grid in (l1 ,l2) space. Typically, we
keep ~a! l1P(0.01,0.05) sec and l2P(0.05,0.2) sec for the
initial LIGO ~b! l1P(0.04,0.1) sec and l2P(0.2,0.6) sec for
the advanced LIGO. The number of grid points is kept at
;10310.
~iv! Given a point (l1 ,l2), the threshold h required to get
a false alarm Q0,max is computed using Eq. ~62!. The total
number of rectified output samples is Nr5NT
t 3TP
0 32048,
where TP
0 is the padding in the time series of the template
with the longest duration ~see Sec. II B! and NT
t is the total
number of templates which is taken as
NT
t 5
area of the space of interest A
area of the unit cell 5 l1 l2
. ~91!
~v! For each unit cell we consider the signal points S1
5ua1(l1/2)eˆ 1a , S25ua1(l2/2)eˆ 2a and S35ua1(l1/2)eˆ 1a
1(l2/2)eˆ 2a . Their respective detection probabilities Qd,1 ,
Qd,2 and Qd, 3 , for the threshold h , are computed using an
algorithm based on a multivariate Gaussian joint density ~see
Sec. III!. The set Z is chosen from among the rectified out-
puts of the templates at ua , ua1l1eˆ 1a , ua1l2eˆ 2a , ua
1l1eˆ 1a1l2eˆ 2a , ua1l1eˆ 1a2l2eˆ 2a and ua2l1eˆ 1a1l2eˆ 2a .
The last two templates are included in order to take care of
any contribution to the detection probability due to the shear
in H contours.
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~vi! If the minimum among $Qd,1 ,Qd,2 ,Qd, 3% is larger
than Qd,min , then the point (l1 ,l2) is recorded or else not. Let
the set of unit cells which qualify thus be L .
~vii! The unit cell with the largest area among L is chosen
as the optimum unit cell.
We do not proceed further to find a larger non-
rectangular unit cell because for the values of Smin used,
there will not be much of an improvement.
V. TWO STEP HIERARCHICAL SEARCH
Our scheme for a two-step hierarchical search involves
the use of two banks of templates, in both of which we use
the same family of templates. In one of the banks, templates
are spaced sparsely in ~intrinsic! parameter space and this is
called the first stage bank. The second stage template bank
consists of templates placed more finely. The detector output
is first processed through the first stage templates and the
locations of those templates are noted in whose rectified out-
puts there was at least one crossing of a threshold h1 ~the
first stage threshold!. The value of h1 is kept sufficiently low
so that, even though the templates are sparsely spaced, all
signals ~with strength greater than some Smin) can produce at
least one crossing in a nearby template with a probability of
;0.95. In the next step, for each of the first stage templates
that produce a crossing of h1, the detector output is pro-
cessed through a neighborhood of second stage templates
around it. The maximum over these second stage outputs is
then compared with a second stage threshold h2 to check for
a detection. In this way a significant saving in computation
occurs since the number of templates used on the whole is
much less than if the second stage bank alone were used.
The first stage templates cannot be spaced too coarsely,
however, because h1 has to be lowered and at some point the
number of crossings because of noise alone becomes large.
Since each such a false crossing would involve the use of
second stage templates, the computational cost starts rising if
the first stage templates are spaced too coarsely. Thus, there
is a non-trivial optimization problem that needs to be solved
while setting up a two-step hierarchy.
It was shown in MD96 that the correlations between tem-
plates allows a false event ~crossing of h2 due to noise
alone! to slip through the hierarchy in spite of the presence
of two thresholds. This is essentially because of the fact that
the hierarchy is designed to allow the easy passage of a sig-
nal, and if a noise realization is such as to produce a crossing
of h2, which is quite high ~typically ;8.0), then it would
have sufficient ‘‘resemblance’’ to some signal ~in its phase
information! to allow it to pass through the hierarchy @24#.
Stated in another way, this is because, for a first stage tem-
plate and its neighborhood of second stage templates, the
crossing of h2 is not statistically independent of a crossing of
h1. This implies that the second stage template bank and
threshold should be determined in the same way as a one-
step bank for the given values of Smin , Qd,min and Q0,max .
The function of a two-step hierarchy is, therefore, limited to
providing an estimate of the location of the global maximum.
For this it utilizes the information that the occurrence of a
~high! threshold crossing must generate in templates that are
relatively far away from it.
We give here a brief review of the algorithm used to set
up a two-step hierarchical search in the Newtonian case. Let
the spacing between consecutive templates ~in terms of t0)
in the one-step template bank, for given Smin , Qd, min and
Q0, max , be d2. Then the first stage spacing d1 is taken to be
d15kd2, k52,3, . . . . For each d1, the first stage threshold
h1 was kept such that a signal with strength Smin , lying in
the middle of two consecutive templates, has a detection
probability Qd,min . The average number of false crossings
among the first stage templates can then be computed which,
given the number of second stage templates to employ
around each first stage crossing, in turn allows the overall
average computation cost to be calculated. The minimum of
this cost was then found as a function of k .
In the present case, a similar approach can be followed to
space the first stage templates as was done for the Newtonian
case. Here, there will be two spacings to fix, namely, along
the minor and major axes of the one-step unit cells, and these
can be chosen as integral multiples of the corresponding one
step spacings l1 and l2. For convenience in the following, we
denote a first stage unit cell at the location ua as
UI(k1 ,k2 ,ua), where the sides of the unit cells have lengths
k13l1 and k23l2. There are, however, a few complications
that arise in this approach. First, if a first stage unit cell
UI(k1 ,k2 ,ua) satisfies ~C1!, it is not implied that a unit cell
UI(k1 ,k2 ,ub) at a different location will also do so. This is
because the dimensions of a first stage unit cell would be
quite large and Figs. 13 and 14 show that the error in detec-
tion probability rises with an increase in the dimensions.
Thus the same (k1 ,k2) at two different locations would lead
to different values of h1 since the first stage threshold is
determined by the detection probability. We take this effect
into account as follows. For each (k1 ,k2), we take two
widely separated locations ua and ub and compute the
thresholds h1a and h1b that are required to make both
UI(k1 ,k2 ,ua) and UI(k1 ,k2 ,ub) satisfy ~C1!. We then
choose the minimum among these two as the first stage
threshold h1.
The second complication is the boundary near vertex A of
the space of interest which also disallows the same (k1 ,k2),
as in the broader parts of the space of interest, from being
used in this region. Recall that the one step template grid in
this region was constructed out of single unit cells
‘‘stacked’’ vertically ~see Fig. 15!. Hence, if k2.1, extra
second stage templates would be required in the region to the
right of AB which would increase the number of one-step
templates without adding significantly to the range of binary
masses being detected. However, note that if UI(k1 ,k2 ,ua),
for k2.1, satisfies ~C1! for some threshold h1, then so
would UI(k1,1,ua), since the templates at the vertices will
now be closer to all the signals in the cell’s interior. There-
fore, while calculating the number of first stage templates in
this region, we simply divide the number of one step tem-
plates by k1.
Finally, the number of second stage templates that would
be employed per first stage crossing will now depend on
whether the crossing occurs in the narrow region near vertex
A or in the broader part of the space of interest. Let this
number be n˜ . In the broader part of the space of interest,
n˜54~k121 !~k221 !12~k121 !12~k221 !. ~92!
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Now, the minimum of the computational cost of a two-step
search occurs when the number of false crossings in the first
stage becomes ;1. But most of the first stage templates will
be located in the broader part of the space of interest and,
hence, most of the false crossings will also occur in this
region. This implies that n˜ will be as given in Eq. ~92! for
most cases. We therefore take n˜ to be the above for all
crossings. Note that this assumption would lead to an over-
estimate of the computational requirements for the first stage
and is, thus, ‘‘safe’’ in this sense.
Let the number of false crossings for a given input data
segment be nc . Then the total number of templates which
will be employed for that data segment would be nt
(1)
1nc n˜ , where nt
(1) is the total number of first stage templates.
In the presence of a signal, there would be an extra term of n˜
in the above sum, but since the event rate of signals is ex-
pected to be quite low, this term can be neglected. If we
assume that the first stage rectified output are all statistically
independent of each other, as would be the case if they are
spaced widely apart, then the average number of false cross-
ings nc
av would be
nc
av5nc3Q0~h1!. ~93!
Q0(h1) is the probability of at least one crossing of h1 in a
single rectified output @see Eq. ~62!#,
Q0~x !512exp@2TP0 nsexp~2x2/2!# , ~94!
where ns is the sampling rate and TP
0 was defined in Sec. II B
to be the padding in the time series of the template wave
form having the longest duration. Note that since h1 would
be ;6.0, the effective statistical independence of rectified
output samples may be less and e should be less than unity.
However, keeping e51 leads to an overestimation of nc
av
and, hence, an underestimation of the computational advan-
tage of a two step search.
The average total computational cost for a two-step
search would be
nt
av5nt
~1 !1nc
av3 n˜ . ~95!
In order to compare the performance of a two-step search
with the corresponding one-step search ~that is, for the same
Smin , Qd ,min and Q0,max), we use the computational powers
required for implementing the two strategies on line ~that is,
the input data should be processed in the same time as re-
quired in its collection!. The number of floating point opera-
tions required in a one-step search to process T sec of data
can be estimated as follows: ~i! The number of flop involved
in the discrete Fourier transform ~DFT! x˜ of the detector
output time series x¯ would be 3Nlog2N where N5nsT .
However, this transform needs to be computed only once
and, thus, does not contribute significantly to the total com-
putational cost. ~ii! For each template location ua , two cor-
relations would be required, namely, with the quadrature
components q¯0 and q¯p/2 . This involves computing the prod-
uct of x˜ with the DFTs of q¯0 and q¯p/2 followed by an
inverse DFT for each of the resulting series. Hence, 2N
16Nlog2N flop will be required here. ~iii! Each of these
transformed series would then have to be squared and added
but only the first TP
0 sec of each series is required. This, thus,
leads to 3TP
0 ns flop. Thus, the total number of operations,
Nflop , involved in a one step search is
Nflop5NT
~ t !3~2N16Nlog2N13TP
0 ns!. ~96!
For an on-line one-step search, Nflop operations would have
to be performed in TP
0 sec. Thus,
Conline
~1 ! 5
Nflop
TP
0 310
29 Gflops. ~97!
A similar estimate for an on-line two step search leads to an
average computational requirement of
Conline
~2 ! 5
Nflop
~2 !
TP
0 310
29Gflops ~98!
where
Nflop
~2 ! 5nt
av3~2N16Nlog2N13TP
0 ns!. ~99!
We call the quantity Conline
(1) /Conline
(2) the computational advan-
tage Cgain of a two-step search. This is the factor by which a
two-step hierarchical search would be faster than the corre-
sponding one-step search in an on-line detection.
We now present our results in the form of Table I, for the
initial LIGO, and Table II for the advanced LIGO. The value
of Smin for each table has been taken sufficiently low so that
the resulting one-step unit cells obtained are small. It was
shown in MD96 that, for a given number of templates, the
one-step threshold is almost independent of T for low false
alarms. This implies that the unit cell dimensions will also be
independent of T ~the variation of the threshold in the ad-
vanced LIGO case is larger but it is still negligible!. There-
fore, the values of l1 and l2, for the one-step unit cell, are
given in the caption of each table. These values are for a unit
cell located at (1.3,25.0) sec for the case of the initial LIGO
and (13.0,1000.0) sec for the advanced LIGO. The values of
the one-step threshold ~which is the second stage threshold
h (2) for the two-step search! and the total number of one-
step templates ~obtained by taking the variation of unit cell
areas into account! are also given.
The first column in each table is the value of T . Since the
sampling rate used in our calculation is 21152048 Hz and a
FFT is most efficient when the number of samples is a power
of 2, we choose T to be a power of 2 also. The second and
third columns are the values of k1 and k2 at which the aver-
age computational cost of the two-step search is minimized.
The fourth column is the corresponding first stage threshold
h (1) and the fifth and sixth columns are the corresponding
values of nc
av and nt
av
. We have kept only the integral part of
nc
av and nt
av and, therefore, nc
av50 means that nc
av;1 or less.
The seventh column is the computational power required for
an on-line two-step search followed by the computational
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power required for an on-line one-step search in the eigth
column. The last column lists Cgain .
Even though we have used large values of T , especially in
Table II, such values would be difficult to use in a practical
implementation because of memory restrictions. We have
used these values only to show the existence of a minimum
in the computational power requirement as a function of T
@25#. It should be noted here that for the case of the advanced
LIGO, the storage of the pre-computed template wave forms
is also a significant problem. For instance, even if we con-
sider the average duration of templates in the advanced
LIGO case to be ;100 sec, the amount of storage required
for all the ;63105 quadrature Fourier transforms would be
;1003204836338/105983 Gbytes ~assuming that each
sample value requires 8 bytes of storage!. This is a very low
bound since the duration of a significant number of templates
will be much larger.
The results obtained above can be checked approximately
as follows. The one-step template placement criterion of @4#
requires the templates to be placed such that, for any signal,
H50.97 in at least one nearby template. Then the number of
one-step templates NT
t would be the area A of the space of
interest divided by the area of the 0.97 contour. For the ad-
vanced LIGO, NT
t 520 389.5/0.04.509 739. Thus, the
threshold h2 required, for a false alarm rate of 1 false
event/yr, would be h (2)58.722 for T58192.0 sec. For the
detection probability formula used in MD96, it was found
that the minimum observed strength required for a signal so
that its detection probability be 0.95 is Sobs'h (2)10.67. The
actual strength should, therefore, be Smin5Sobs/0.9759.682.
Roughly speaking, the decrease in nt
av
, with an increase in k1
and k2, is halted when nc
av becomes of order unity. Assuming
that the number of first stage templates that is finally ob-
tained is ;104, it would imply that, for the above value of T ,
h (1)'7.026. For a detection probability of 0.95 in the first
stage, therefore, the value of Sobs5SminH8 should be 7.697,
where H8 is the value of the intrinsic ambiguity in the
middle of the sides of a first stage unit cell, i.e., H8
5H(ua ,ua1kil ieˆ ia/2). The quantity ki can then be calcu-
lated as the ratio of the dimension of the H8 contour along
eˆ ia to l i(0.97,ua). From the above, H850.79 which gives
k157.67, k254.35 ~we have allowed ki to be non-integral
here!. These values are about the same as those in Tables II.
However, this approximation is crude in many ways and can
only serve as an indicator for the kind of values one may get
for ki .
The savings in computational requirements achieved by a
two-step search can be more than what is obtained here if the
first stage template grid is rotated relative to the second stage
grid. This is because of the shear of the contours. In the
argument given above, the quantities k1 and k2 were ob-
tained as the ratios of l i(0.97,ua) and the corresponding di-
mension of the lower level contour H8. However, the direc-
tion in which the H8 contour is most elongated is different
from that of the eigenvectors eˆ ia . If the first stage grid were
oriented along the direction of maximal elongation of H8,
the first stage unit cell may turn out to be larger. However,
the calculation of the number of first stage templates as well
as the number, n˜ , of second stage templates would be more
involved in such a case. We postpone an investigation of this
problem to a later work.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the performance of a two step hier-
archical search for the detection of gravitational wave signals
emitted during the inspiral of a compact binary. This work
extends the investigations of MD96 @6# to the more realistic
case of zero spin post1.5-Newtonian template and signal wave
forms.
As in MD96, we find that a two-step search brings about
a significant reduction in computational requirements. For
the case of ~i! the initial LIGO noise PSD, a two-step search
is ;27.0 times faster than the corresponding one-step search,
and ~ii! for the advanced LIGO noise PSD, a two-step search
is ;23.0 times faster than the corresponding one-step search.
The range used for the masses m1 and m2 is 0.5<m1
<30.0M ( , 0.5<m2<30.0M ( .
In the analysis of MD96, the dominant problem was the
calculation of detection probability in the presence of strong
statistical correlations between rectified output samples. A
solution to this problem was found in this paper in the form
of a semi-analytic method that reproduces the exact Monte
Carlo estimates quite well. It is also shown here that statis-
tical correlations are unimportant for the calculation of false
alarm probability when the threshold is kept sufficiently
high. Therefore, the effective sampling rate used in MD96 is
not required.
Though the issues of detection and false alarm probabili-
ties have been addressed satisfactorily here, some new prob-
lems crop up in the present analysis, namely, the ~i! location
dependence of the intrinsic ambiguity function and ~ii! the
non-trivial shape of the boundary of the space of interest.
Both these problems were dealt with by making some ap-
proximations. The location dependence of the intrinsic am-
biguity function seems weak enough, at least in the case of
the advanced LIGO, for us to assume that the grid of one-
step templates will be an ‘‘adiabatically’’ changing regular
grid. This allows us to approximately take the effect of varia-
tions in the area of the contours into account. The non-trivial
boundary has a significant effect only near one of the vertices
~vertex A of Fig. 1!. We take this effect into account by
placing a single ‘‘stack’’ of unit cells in this region.
The results of this paper show that the use of hierarchical
methods of detection can be very useful for the case of coa-
lescing binary signals and provide a strong motivation for
more detailed investigations. Such methods would be indis-
pensable if the number of signal parameters required be-
comes large. For instance, if the orbital and total angular
momenta of the binary are misaligned, there would be sig-
nificant modulations of the phase and amplitude which can
reduce the signal to noise ratio if these effects are neglected
in the template family. For such signals, a template family
with a larger number of parameters may be required.
Many other hierarchical strategies are also conceivable
and it remains to be seen whether they can be more effective
than the two-step search analyzed here. For instance, one
obvious strategy is to use a lower order template family as
the first stage of the search and use the true wave forms,
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having a larger number of parameters, as the second stage. It
is not enough, though, to only provide estimates of their
performance since at some stage such strategies need to be
implemented in practice and, as seen in this paper, the details
of the implementation can also be an involved issue. Also,
the robustness of the placement configuration against
changes in the noise power spectral density needs to be in-
vestigated. The efficacy of hierarchical methods ~not neces-
sarily a two-step search! should also be investigated for the
detection of continuous wave sources where the estimated
computational requirements are extremely large and far be-
yond presently available computing power. Further investi-
gations in this direction are in progress.
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APPENDIX: THE BIVARIATE PROBABILITY DENSITY
PZ1 ,Z2 AND Z1Z2
Here, we outline the steps in the derivation of Eq. ~64!.
The algebraic manipulations were performed using
MATHEMATICA. First, the general expression for the joint bi-
variate probability density is derived without assuming the
mean values of the Gaussian components to be zero. Let the
bivariate cumulative distribution function of Z15@X1
2
1X2
2#1/2 and Z25@Y 1
21Y 2
2#1/2 be FZ1 ,Z2(z1 ,z2), where
(X1 ,X2 ,Y 1 ,Y 2) is a set of jointly Gaussian random variables
with a covariance matrix give in Eq. ~48! and mean values
X¯15m1, X¯25m2, Y¯15n1, Y¯25n2. Changing the variables
of integration to X15Rcosf, X25Rsinf, Y 15Qcosc and
Y 25Qsinc, we get
FZ1 ,Z2~z1 ,z2!5
A
2pE0
z2
dQE
0
2p
dcE
0
z1
dRE
0
2p
dfRQexpF2 12 R
21Q2
@12~r21s2!#GexpF Q12~r21s2! @~n12rm11sm2!cosc
1~n22sm12rm2!sinc#GexpF R12~r21s2! @~m12rn12sn2!cosf1~m21sn12rn2!sinf#G
3expF RQ12~r21s2! ~rcosfcosc1rsinfsinc!G , ~A1!
where
A5
1
2pdet@C#1/2
expF2 112~r21s2!S 12 ~m121m221n121n22!2r~m1n11m2n2!2s~m1n22m2n1! D G . ~A2!
Equation ~A1! can be rewritten as
FZ1 ,Z2~z1 ,z2!5
A
2pE0
z2
dQE
0
2p
dcE
0
z1
dRE
0
2p
dfRQexpF2 12 R
21Q2
@12~r21s2!#GexpFQEcos~c1x1!12~r21s2! G
3expFRcos~f1x3!12~r21s2! @~r21s2!Q212DQAr21s2cos~c1x2!1D2#1/2G , ~A3!
where
E5@~n12rm11sm2!21~n22rm22sm1!2#1/2, ~A4!
D5@~m22rn21sn1!21~m12rn12sn2!2#1/2, ~A5!
x15arctanF rm12sm22n1rm21sm12n2G , ~A6!
x25arctanF rm12sm22n1~r21s2!rm21sm12n2~r21s2!G . ~A7!
The integral over f can be performed to yield
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FZ1 ,Z2~z1 ,z2!5AE0
z2
dQE
0
z1
dRRQE
0
2p
dcexpF2 12 R
21Q2
@12~r21s2!#GexpFQEcos~c1x1!12~r21s2! G
3I0F R12~r21s2! @~r21s2!Q212DQAr21s2cos~c1x2!1D2#1/2G , ~A8!
where I0(x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order zero. The probability density function, PZ1 ,Z2, can be
obtained now as
PZ1 ,Z2~u ,v !5
]2FZ1 ,Z2~u ,v !
]u]v
5uvAexpF2 12 u
21v2
12~r21s2!G E02pdcexpFvEcos~c1x1!12~r21s2! G
3I0F u12~r21s2! @~r21s2!v212DQAr21s2cos~c1x2!1D2#1/2G . ~A9!
In the absence of a signal, m15m25n15n250 and the joint probability density reduces to
PZ1 ,Z2~u ,v !5
uv
AdetC
expF2 u21v22@12~r21s2!#G I0F uvAr21s212~r21s2!G . ~A10!
Thus, the correlation uv can be obtained as
uv5E
0
`E
0
`
dudv
u2v2
12~r21s2!
expF2 u21v22@12~r21s2!#G I0F uvAr21s212~r21s2!G . ~A11!
The above double integral is solved in @26# from which we get
uv52E@Ar21s2#2@12~r21s2!#K@Ar21s2# , ~A12!
where E is a complete elliptic integral of the second kind and K is a complete elliptic integral of the first kind.
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